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Introduction
by TRACY LORD AND SUSAN RITCHIE

The Graduate Student Conference in Greek and Turkish
Modernism was organized for the purpose of studying some
regularities" (and irregularities) in the modes and discourses

of modernism across this particular East-West divide. That divide
itself was thus naturally a fulcrum of interest alongside the (for
other reasons) provocative choice of representative areas, though
some participants expressed enthusiasm over the potential for
such a conference to address "political" issues as well. Our
decision not to introduce the conference as it convened was an
attempt to make a gap of silence speak between two relatively
saturated fields of enunciation, the one lying between Middle
Eastern Studies and the Western, or European, tradition. Work
in the modern period that spans this divide is not common,
existing as a kind of sporadic conversation. And journalism
seems •to be the more appropriate vehicle of themes that in
literature, half-serious forum of value though it may be, are of
interest primarily as suggestive allusion or historic testimony.

Another purpose of the conference was to explore the fit of
departmental jurisdiction with epistemology in this particular
context. It was thought that the opportunity for comparison
might shed some light on the methods and perspectives of the
two area-designations. We hoped further that publishing these
papers would serve to recognize an ambiguous, shared space
between borders around knowledge, a space that those borders

TRACY LORD, Ph.D. candidate in Comparative Literature at University
of California, Berkeley.

SUSAN RITCHIE is completing a doctoral dissertation on the profes-
sionalism of reading within poststructural doctrine at the Ohio
State University.
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tend to minimize through the process of increasing internal com-
prehensiveness. Of course, the degree to which these borders are
thought of as sanctioned by history only ups the ante. What is
clear is that isolating history and discipline from one another for
the purpose of professional advancement (which from an other-
wise unconvincing perspective dictates maximum visibilty within
a given field via its journals) is one way of removing "political"
import from one's work. So, for being part of this project that
foregoes seeking the market (professional) value of its prod-
ucts so that they might instead participate in the rare conversa-
tion mentioned above, we are grateful to the participants. And
to the editor of The Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora as well
for agreeing that the papers be printed under the rubric of the
conference theme and for respecting the necessary principle of
combination.

The conditions, adopted models, and a good deal of the
rhetoric surrounding Greece and Turkey's transitions to nation-
statehood and the subsequent challenges of economic and political
global integration, as well as an ambiguous relation to westerniza-
tion, taken together, reveal the relativity, as well as some common
determinants, of these processes. Juxtapositions of these social
spaces, which to some extent resist mutual permeation, may
clarify some notions of uniqueness as well as of universality
that have been organized into an ideal compartmentalization.

In the papers of this group, for example, the processes of
cultural identification show a certain intensity. Definition with
respect to a broader, even transnational, social milieu is the
question Russell Zanca addresses in his study of emerging
Uzbeki autonomy. As he makes clear, however, the practical
necessities of economic development, leading Uzbek planners to
emulate East Asian patterns, can be as convincing in its realm
as the logic of cultural continuity that points west into Turkey.
A crucial feature of the Uzbek political reality is the importance
of successive generations of intellectual elite in the process of
forming ideology and cultural identity. As its political autonomy
is increasingly guaranteed, the consequences of the elite/masses
structure operating as an embedded feature in Uzbeki society
could become a compelling reason for studying the experience
of her Turkish neighbor.
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As an answer to the reverse cultural irredentism Zanca
describes, Alison Cadbury's study of Elias Venezis' Aeolian Earth
presents a case in which literary genre is used to develop a posi-
tion of political and cultural consolidation in the interests of
collective survival. Cadbury argues that in favoring the novel over
the epic as a model for his narrative against nostalgia, Venezis
intentionally exposed traditional chauvinist values embedded in
the epic. Rather than succumb to the rigid and tradition-
sanctioned patterns of nostalgia and return characteristic of the
epic (with its dark shadows in the Greek post-Catastrophe sub-
conscious), values which Cadbury argues lead to "cultural death,"
Venezis favored the more flexible novel genre for an open-
endedness she finds convincingly described by Balchtin. Literary
genre addresses the cultural text as well, since Venezis employs
the novel as a paradigm of cultural negotiation. He does this
by questioning the identification topos with homeland through
his complex use of it as literary convention. It is, finally, in
Cadbury's understanding, a Bakhtinian "heteroglossia" of mod-
ernism within narrative that offers alternatives to fixating on
tradition.

Suha Oguzertem, in contrast, describes a less agreeable sort
of heteroglossia in Turkish literary studies as he works to clarify
some descriptive terms for modern literary periods. The lack of
constructedness, not to mention consensus, concerning periodiza-
tion in Turkish literary studies throws into relief the alternately
painful and exhilarating limits of scholarly output in his dis-
cipline. Meanwhile, the need to justify engaging in forms of
postmodern philology"' (such as the writing of literary history

and other indispensable aids) to students of the Western "post-
literature" era increases as a function of distance from "centers"
of cultural production.

The agency of category has an important place in Oguzer-
tern's paper. In removing Abdulhak Sinasi Hisar from the mod-
ernist paradigm with which he has been associated, judgments
of his work need not conform to a genre of which his novels
would hardly present outstanding examples. This is a case that
shows how an intention to up the cultural value of art works
by having them enlarge a national inventory of "advanced" ar-
tistic production can backfire. By detailing the structural (oral,
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storytelling) and thematic (existing in an eternally-present
Ottoman past) qualities of Hisar's novels, Oguzertem's discus-
sion succeeds in reestablishing the specificity of an aesthetic
and narrative practice that the modernist label would obscure,
at best.

Rebecca Saunders takes up the danger of category-as-container
of knowledge from a more metaphysical perspective, and her ar-
gument pushes the questionability of "contained" knowledge to
a resolutely poststructuralist limit Her tropological reading of
Papadiamantis' E Fonissa associates the motif of "filling con-
tainers" with treachery, allowing her to discover a subtext of
anxiety connected to the reliability of epistemological content.
Finally all boundaries betray us, as the distinctions between inside
and out, container and contained, dangerously erode or reverse
themselves. From the diligently constructed intersection of trope
and the problem of meaning emerges the possibility of Papadia-
mantis as postmodern ethnographic novelist, a confusion of
categories whose appeal has been prepared. In any event, Saun-
ders' findings point in the direction of locating moments of
heresy within the modernism that critics from Horkheimer and
Adorn° to Donald McCloskey define as a religion of the know-
able fact.

Lambros Kamperidis' discussion of Phanariot Nicholas
Mavrokordatos' apology (addressed to the West) for the Otto-
man sociopolitical order describes an unexpected blurring of cul-
tural demarcation among the many ethnicities of the Ottoman
Empire. It may be a diplomatic understatement to note, as
Karnperidis does in closing, that the Ottoman "millet" system
described in Mavrokordatos' Philotheou Parerga must have
seemed "puzzling" to statesmen of the eighteenth century em-
barked, as they were, in establishing the legitimacy of internally
homogeneous European nation-states. That system might seem
hardly less puzzling today, since in spite of its obvious weak-
nesses the nation-state seems every bit as necessary within in-
creasing "globalization" as it was to prior forms of international
political organization. In any case, a review of Ottoman realities
may affect our understanding of what supplied the dynamism
behind post-Ottoman states' emergence as nations, and how the
prior order conditioned (and continues to condition) the im-
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plementation and practices of nation-statehood that supplanted it.
Contemporary documents such as the Philotheou Parerga, by il-
lustrating climates or dispositions, play an important role in
addressing historical tensions or disjunctions such as those be-
tween empire and nation, Christianity and Islam. Kamperidis'
image of the Phanariot Mavrokordatos, educated as was typical
of his caste in "the best elements of erudition that could be ex-
tracted from Eastern and Western science and literature," might
be compared to (for example) Greek literary historian Mario
Vitti's summary of the same text: "a fictional tale of French
type where one may recognize western influences quite unusual
in the education of a Greek" (118).

The "idea of Europe" (in Stathis Gourgouris' words) is
as much a matter of obsession, though for different reasons, to
Theotokas of the 30s as it is for observers and soothsayers of
European unification in the 90s. In both Martha Klironomos' and
Stathis Gourgouris' papers it is the relation of Greece to that
"idea" that throws telling anomalies into relief: in Klironomos'
discussion the failure of Greece's public sphere to make the
transition from Enlightenment to Industrial Age conditions along
with Europe; in Gourgouris' paper the unique relation of the
Greek citizenry to the law and the State. Klironomos develops
her comparisons within the terms of Western norms, while Gour-
gouris traces those relations to prior Byzantine and Ottoman con-
figurations. In both cases, Greece's weaknesses are also some of
her most poignant, if not seductive, physiognomic traits, be
they anarchistic individualism or the unsequestered intellectual.
The problem for both authors, in recognition of this fact, is
still the harshly overpowering European reality (with its dis-
ciplinary arm, the EC), which exists as an ultimate brake or
corrective on all this fun and diversity. Thus, whether the solu-
tion is to celebrate difference or to shape up—or appear to,
through comparisons with cases of yet greater delinquency—the
undertone of both papers is, not surprisingly, elegiac.

Melissa Cefkin finds a kind of affirmation of the ideal cor-
relation between local tradition and empirical certainty in dis-
cussions on Turkish folklore where the "inauthentic," she notes,
amounts to the "unfamiliar, unrecognizable, foreign—in short,
what lacks identity." Yet a slippage riding on unavowed modern
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conventions allows •the alienating component to drift into the
very authentic that folklorists work so diligently to preserve.
Cefkin's discourse-analysis of the ways in which "folklorists" as
actors or as scholars position themselves with respect to their
activity reveals creative adoptions of available paradigms. Ap-
proaches to the authentic may take place through the "appropria-
tion" of a discourse of the "science" of folklore, or be stabilized
through a "displacement" to a realm of reality still imagined
to prevail in the eternal "village"—the former made possible
by empiricism's advances in the realm of the everyday, the latter
by late 20th-century urbanization and the collective longings it
produces. So the roads to the authentic are many; yet these very
mediations produce an inevitable distantiation and hypostatiza-
tion of folk life that bear a commodity-like character. And corn-
modified folklore enters the field of competition around a paradox
that plays off professionalism (on guard against denatured prod-
ucts) against a specific concept of "legitimate" folklore; its
"genuineness, uniqueness, localness, non-reproducibility, in short,
its givenness." It is telling that while folklore is not called on
to bear any correlation with cultural identity, its "foreign,"
denatured opposite, arabesk, can be used to define what Turkish
is not in some ways similar to the way "Turkified" rembetika
culture was belittled in a Europeanizing Greece until its nostalgic
revival. In any case, the negative connection via arabesk shows
how such a concern can renew itself through currently available
forms. Thus folklore seems to serve as a practice through which
contemporary Turkish identity is supposed on some level to be
confirmed without needing to be articulated. If so, it complicates
the notion of the purely alienating effect of cultural comrnodifica-
tion.

Doubtless a certain tension between the text and its genre,
literature and its categories, the social text and the people it
holds within its national or categorical boundaries, is itself a
result and action of the modern. For nationalism is a modern
idea that rests on a preoccupation with the boundaries delimiting
and defining a specified collectivity, and the relation of the in-
dividual to that larger organism. Thus it is telling that, across
the disciplinary spectrum represented by these papers, so many
questions form around the criteria for defining that collectivity.
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This would explain the sensitivity, foregrounded or not, to no-
tions of authenticity. If, as Cefkin notes, the modern requires
that we understand what was once "authentic" as commodified,
it also sustains an institutionalized, classist criterion of dis-
tinction. For all the light that the Frankfurt School shed on
these notorious modern inventions, it is perhaps on the border-
lands of Modernism that we most sense the confinement of that
Frankfurtian notion of the modern that by definition is most
apparent in the function of commodification. Nor can we fail
to measure our distance from the familiar account of that school's
belief •that cultural commodities are so reified, reduced to ex-
change values, and received unproblematically as intended by the
inert masses, that the use to which we put this commodification
does not matter. Oguzertem's description of "packaging" the
novelist Hisar as a modernist, Zanca's effort to position Uzbek
culture as Turkic on the world culture market, Saunder's dis-
covery of the fragility of conceptual containment—all testify to
a preoccupation with the imaginary and political components of
cultural product processing, and its role as a hinge that links, and
troubles the link, between the Modern and the local.

NOTE

1Thanks to Susan Ritchie for this term which I am somewhat misusing. An
interesting discussion on themes relevant to this question in the Greek context
may be found in the May 1989 issue of the Journal of Modern Greek Studies.
There, a problem of smaller fields—the correct allocation of scarce labor resources
becomes apparent within the terms of a theoretical polemic.

WORKS CITED

Virn, M. History of Modern Greek Literature. Athens: Odysseas, 1978.
Journal of Modern Greek Studies 7.1 (May 1989) : 1-64.
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Three Phases of Uzbek Modernism:
jadidist, Stalinist, and Post-Soviet

by RUSSELL ZANCA,

History is always much more fragile
and conjectural than we suppose, since
the point of view taken makes us select
certain phenomena as pertinent and re-
ject others as not; this fragility inten-
sifies as we approach the present since
"the judgement of time" can no longer
come to our assistance.

T. TODOROV, Instruction to Poetics

In the confines of a short essay I will attempt to show how
what I term the "third phase" of Uzbek modernism links today's
Soviet Uzbek intellectuals to Turkey and, indirectly, to their
forebears, whose legacy constitutes the "first phase" of Uzbek
modernism. My effort then is almost strictly hypothetical because
the literary arts among both peoples have yet to show the kind of
close interaction that would allow me to assert that Uzbek cul-
tural projects are necessarily a part of the scholarship about
Turkey. Furthermore, I do not deal with the specific literary
works of Uzbeks but with trends in intellectual activism that
have been ongoing for the past three years. Why the Uzbeks
should have brought themselves closer to Turkey and further
from Soviet affairs is an important matter for explication.

I think that part of the turn away from Soviet concerns
reflects both a genuine desire for renewed contact with the

RUSSELL ZANCA, Ph.D. candidate at University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, Department of Anthropology.
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Turkish republic and a practical quest for aid and relief from
some impoverishing effects of seven decades of an isolating
command-administrative economy. Frequently and more regu-
larized contact with their cultural and linguistic "cousins" will
provide Uzbeks with fresh approaches toward the development
of both historical scholarship and indigenous literature by allow-
ing them additional access to archival and documentary material
and exchanges among contemporary writers. Turkish scholars
and intellectuals will also benefit from new ties to Uzbeks and
other Turkish peoples from Soviet Central Asia.

Uzbeks can be said to have passed through two phases of
modernism as they now enter the third phase. The first phase
occurred from roughly 1870-1930 and is known as the jadid
phase. It was during this time that mainly young intellectuals
tried to reform Islam, make use of Western science and tech-
nology, and establish wide-scale relations (mainly cultural) to the
Ottoman Empire and other states bordering Russian Turkestan.
In addition, they strived to bring about more autonomy and to
diffuse cultural awareness to the unschooled masses of the
localities. Literacy campaigns, alphabet reforms, and the creation
of a more vernacular literary language were the most important
concerns in this regard. The movement was by no means unitary
because factions of jadids aligned themselves according to
variants of Marxist and religious philosophies. The period was
marked by hotly contested yet, nonetheless, independent activi-
ties and specifically Turkic goals. And until the late 1920s it
was a period of unrestricted (from without) Turkestani self-
expression and struggle.

The second phase ended the first by crushing it. The Bol-
shevik Revolution of 1917, after losing its enlightening Leninist
reins, degenerated into the demand for full conformity to artistic
and literary expression by the late thirties. It imposed the con-
cept of "socialist realism." This period, which I think may be
aptly identified as "Stalinist modernism," gave a distinctively
coercive mechanism with which we have come to include a very
central part of modernity—industrializing modernization.' Dur-
ing those five decades Uzbeks (much like all other nationalities
of the U.S.S.R.) were less in control, in a popular sense, of the
development within their own republic than at any other time
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since the beginning of the Soviet period. If an overarching dis-
course ruled within the literary and graphic arts at that time it
would have to be labeled "one-way." This dictatorial discourse
forced conformance in order to gain intellectual recognition as
well as social status. Many subjects of historical import to in-
tellectuals were more or less sealed off unless couched in the
negative terms of an analysis of a text's anti-Sovietism.3

Stage three coincides with the present and is in many ways
related to the first stage, although now economic and industrial
modernization are integral concerns. Openness in the storehouse
of ideas and political activities has never been experienced to
this extent since perhaps before the October Revolution. Of all
the aspects of Uzbek culture in the historical era of glasnost and
perestroika, the attempt to uncover and debate the jadidist move-
ment and the pursuits of jadidism stand out for worthy con-
sideration. And no final verdict is in yet on any of the numerous
spheres of intellectual and sociopolitical life that appeared dur-
ing the first phase of the modernist period (politics, religious
positions, poetical works, international links, etc.). What is more
important is that today Communists and non-Communists alike
devote much space in their journals and newspapers, in the prose
and poetry of artists, to the jadidist stage. Now the newer style
of publicistic writing puts a premium on such terms as "objec-
tivity," "the period of silence" (an obvious allusion to the years
of repression), "honesty," and "stagnation" when contrasting
contemporary explorations of the past to knowledge of the
pre-Stalinist period before the late eighties.4 Exposes of docu-
ments that directly contradict the fabrications of the last fifty
years concerning "Stage I" no longer need have the air of "ex-
cavated" matter. This "new" knowledge no longer requires the
mysterious aid of being unearthed. It is now more simply recog-
nized in a matter-of-fact sense. Uzbeks more or less expect more
truthful and fully developed readings of the past in a pluralist
manner. The current stage of modernism qua discourse, plans,
and rhetoric has some highly ambitious and creative objectives,
and the re-writing of history from more than one viewpoint is
only an example.

For a student like me, who was partially trained to think
in a Sovietological way, breaking from the classifications and
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terminology learned from Sovietological discourse is less easy
than I would have it appear, for I still see the newly found
liberties as partially dependent upon the kind of leadership
that Gorbachev has provided.' While the street is now two-
directional, I'm not sure whether or not this is just a temporary
stage. That is, that the Uzbeks will ever cease being Soviets and
that Russians will ever cease being dependent upon Uzbek
resources and labor power. I think this is neither necessary nor
desirable. And I will not shrink from defending the idea that
Uzbeks can achieve ever more democracy and economic develop-
ment while also maintaining and strengthening cultural dis-
tinctiveness—remaining at the same time a part of the Soviet
polity. A lot, however, depends on the sensitivity of the ruling
entity, for it must allow Uzbeks to decide their own future; it
must not interfere if the Uzbek republic opts for complete in-
dependence from the U.S.S.R. because it will ruin chances for
Uzbek-Russian alliances in the future.

I never accepted the arguments that Uzbeks were over-
hasty to identify themselves primarily as Muslims, especially to-
day, and that they saw their future hope of independence as
being tied to a confederation of Turkic states that would even-
tuate in some great pan-Turkist paradise. While I do think there
is a good chance of closer intra-republican cooperation among the
Central Asian republics and new international trade develop-
ment, I don't foresee Islamic republics nor a Buyuk Turkestan
resulting in Central Asia.

No one has pronounced the death of this myth so precisely
as a former proponent of pan-Turkic ideals, Uzbek poet (and
now member of the Erk party of the Uzbek parliament) Muham-
mad Salih. In an interview with Anette Bohr of Radio Liberty
in November, 1990, Salih said any "idea of a Turkestan is a
mere ideal and impractical." He believes the idea is impossible
at this point because a "true national identity has been formed
for Uzbeks." This condition results from nearly one hundred
years of history. Contrary to his poetry of ten years ago, he now
says a unified Turkestan is not realizable, although he retains
hopes for a stronger series of economic ties between the Central
Asian republics. So far, however, even this idea is highly sus-
pect given the trade woes between Uzbeks and Kazakhs, for
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example.' Salih further comments that Islam will not bring
Uzbeks together much less unify the Turkic peoples.

The main factors that now motivate the Uzbek intelligentsia
(here circumscribed to Soviet academics rather than engineers
or medical doctors) are roughly of four sorts. First, again a
prominent fixation with industrialization is propounded by many
economists and social scientists as being essential to the develop-
ment of Uzbekistan on competitive grounds. Bio-tech and robotics
industries are discussed as new industrial saviors. This interest
in grandiose plans for sophisticated technology is all the rage and
seen as essential for transition to the market (see Taksanov). Sec-
ond, capitalism, understood as a hallmark of modernization, is seen
as a necessity for a prosperous Uzbekistan, though even its most
vociferous supporters want a market without its oft-attendant
ravages, such as lack of job security and the decline in state-
supported welfare services. All of these market-oriented wishes
naturally imply a situation whereby Uzbekistan can gain access
to foreign capitalist investment (point three) while seeking its
own terms of trade and relations to foreign states negotiated
only between Uzbeks and the given foreign powers. And point
four is the continuous re-awakening to the first modernist period
that characterizes the new modernism.

The last two points, international ties and indigenous cul-
tural history, translate into ties to Turkey and elsewhere. This
could have beneficial ramifications with the Middle East and
linguistic changes that may incite a further re-writing of the
Uzbek alphabet—probably back to a Latin or modified Arabic
script.

Each of these four tenets of modernism has merit singly
and as a whole for a plan of the republic's re-construction. But
Uzbeks, and specifically that segment of the intelligentsia which
claims to speak for them, must first solve some very basic prob-
lems that may be blamed on the Soviet system and on local
leadership, too. To provide evidence of one among myriad
examples here consider the following: Uzbekistan cannot get
fresh milk into the bodies of children because of inadequate
cleaning, refrigeration, and transportation facilities. The repub-
lic has approximately nine "child-feeding" dairy plants that all
together produce only about half the volume of dairy products
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they are capable of producing. The bristling found in current
dailies about the need for more sophisticated sanitary equip-
ment would be almost ludicrous if it were not for the malnutri-
tion that such inadequacies promote (see Artemenko). Actually,
it takes remarkably little effort to sanitize bottles: all one needs
is clean hot water, soap and some scrub brushes. Refrigeration
and fast deliveries are an entirely different matter. is
responsible for the pitiful supply conditions of these basic food-
stuffs that should insure adequate health is not known. When-
ever blame is alleged one part of the bureaucracy simply passes
the buck on to another. The point, however, is that it will be
extremely difficult to get from an inability to produce adequate
and wholesome milk supplies for children to a competitive pro-
ducer of bio-tech equipment made by a skilled work force with-
out some extraordinary changes in proletarian ethics and without
vast amounts of foreign capital, not to mention a working un-
derstanding on the part of the masses, allowing them to see the
benefits of such notions about re-prioritization.

The desire for foreign ties and the patterning of Uzbekistan
on a new model extends to the developing states of east Asia.
The so-called "Little Dragons," Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and
Hong Kong, are seen by Uzbeks as the way to model their own
republic, and Uzbeks believe their large quantities of natural
resources will confer the necessary advantages for an economy
that will quickly grow powerful once the proper infrastructure is
set in place.

Exchange delegations have already come and gone to Korea
and Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Both Turkic peoples are in fact
looking to their own diligent and successful Korean minorities
to lead joint business ventures between their nations. But aside
from some nominal agreements on investment and foreign cap-
ital coming from Korea, little has been negotiated that would
start Uzbekistan on a steady road towards Korea's thirty-plus
years of development. More at issue is whether or not Uzbeks
are willing to be brought into the sort of market system the Little
Dragons started with. Will they subject themselves to new forms
of authoritarian and dictatorial rule that demands little creative
input from toilers (to decide what will be produced and for
whom, etc.) while exacting vast amounts of energy from their
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labor powers? So far very little has been said by writers and
economists about such potential quandaries; they themselves will
not bear the hardships that a market transition will entail for
unskilled workers.'

The changeover to the market is considered an urgent
measure to accomplish such tasks as employing and housing
those currently out of work as well as being a desideratum to
help solve the economic/ecological disasters, such as the desicca-
tion of the Aral Sea and the monoculture of cotton.' The market
economy, with new plans for agricultural, factory and proprietary
ownership, is the path toward diversification. The Soviet state
no longer dominates internal republican affairs as it once did,
in terms of regulating or controlling branches of the economy,
save for air and rail transportation, which will continue to con-
nect Uzbekistan to officialdom (see Shirmat). Beyond this, the
state will play the role of shareholder in the private investment
sector. Full employment and "socially useful labor" are viewed
as conditions of fundamental importance to militate against the
negative and terminal discourse of violence, said to stem from
an utterly hopeless attitude among youth in Uzbek regions like
Andizhan,

The Uzbek Writer's Union First Secretary, Kemal Jemal,
sees the move toward a capitalist economy as a means toward
emulating Turkey. By deploying a hyperbolic anti-Soviet dis-
course (contra the March referendum for ratifying Gorbachev's
new Union plan), Jernal vented his anger against those who
would cooperate with the Soviet authorities: "The only right
they are giving us is to dig in with our hoes and work like
slaves." Turks, he believes, "live ten times better." The important
consideration for him is that Turkey possesses its own wealth
(see Critchlow, "Uzbeks"). Plenty of Turks, undoubtedly, would
dispute this statement, but the point is the Turkish economy is
seen as another model to many Uzbeks who have visited there
and who form the literary and non-literary elements of the
intelligentsia.

Beyond what might appropriately be described as a fetishistic
fascination with things Turkish, what are the real reasons for
the Uzbek intellectuals' emphasis on strong ties with Turkey,
which James Critchlow has referred to as a potential "lifeline
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for Central Asians" ? Certainly, Uzbeks are persuaded that the
Turks have greatly profited from courting foreign investment,
have made it work to the advantage of Turks. Anwar Qasimov,
who formerly served as the U.S.S.R.'s first secretary at the Soviet
embassy in Ankara, thinks Turgut Ozal should be praised for
effectively dealing with the kinds of dilemmas now plaguing
Uzbeks—unemployment, capital and the need for export mar-
kets. From the Turkish end of things it is reported that the
Turkish Minister of Culture speaks in favor of direct scien-
tific and educative ties with Uzbekistan (see Critchlow, "Ties").
A further key factor here is that over the past couple of years
increasing numbers of Turkish journalists, businesspeople, and
tourists have gone to Soviet Central Asia. News about Turkey
and Turkish culture becomes more ubiquitous in the Uzbek
media. There are also plans for increased flights between Turkey's
capital and the Central Asian capitals; direct flights already exist
between Ankara and Baku, the capital of the republic of Azer-
baidzhan in the Caucasus.

Because Turkey provides Uzbekistan with the opportunity to
de-isolate itself from Soviet political hegemony, while also
permitting further economic autonomy from Moscow, it is highly
likely that improved and stronger relations will grow between
these "fraternal" nations. Insofar as Moscow is willing not to
prevent Uzbekistan from building new international relations,
Uzbeks have all the more reason to suppose that commonalities
will be discovered, intensified, and invented. What is not so
discernible at this juncture is how these peoples will view one
another, or what types of prejudices they might harbor.

Little has been said or written about what kinds of at-
titudes Uzbeks should expect from Turks. Indeed, many Turks
will look down at their "backward" co-ethnics. On the other
hand, Uzbeks need not see themselves as a minority population
vis-A-vis Turkey, as long as they seek not to define themselves
as a part of greater Turkey. As I have already noted, the pan-
Turkists are a small group now and will benefit Uzbeks and all
other Soviet Turkic peoples by remaining that way.

As yet we know little about how Uzbekistan is divided into
social groups along the lines of modernity after the breakdown
of Soviet ideology and economic/cultural/political control. What
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is known is that the original independence movement, Birlik
(Unity), which had formed by 1988 to unite many layers of
Uzbek society under the tutelage of mainly literary intellectuals,
broke apart. The outcome of that rupture was the 1990 creation
of Erk (Freedom), a completely intellectual organization calling
for eventual independence from the U.S.S.R. (by gradual and
peaceful means). In the words of M. Salih: "We wanted to be
on a somewhat higher intellectual level and to attain a higher
level of cohesion and a lower level of uncontrollability." Erk was
set up to explain to the "People" what independence is. Perhaps
a coterie of intellectuals couldn't see the advantages of sustain-
ing a movement that brought together Uzbeks from all walks
of life. However well-intentioned and democracy-fostering Erk
is, their modus operandi is elitist and smacks of the well-
known "Vanguard discourse": we'll liberate you and show you
how to free yourselves.°

This of course is a common feature of modernity's nationalist
tension whereby an "exposed" and educated class is well able
to explain and document how its country has been abused, even
"colonized" by an external power; perhaps sensible suggestions
and policies are then proffered to redress the inequality of the
past. But a problem arises in the challenge to exhort their own
poorly educated countrymen to recognize and do something about
their subordination." This is not necessarily the present condi-
tion between Uzbek intellectuals and the Uzbek masses. Surely,
we have witnessed Uzbek intellectuals challenge Soviet rule
symbolically and directly (through writings, mass demonstrations,
etc.) by playing vital roles as politicians and as campaign or-
ganizers. The famous but failed case of Kirghiz novelist Chingiz
Aitmatov's role in creating a "Save the Aral Foundation" in
1989 comes readily to mind. However, we must search further
to see whether or not rifts are growing between intellectuals
and all others. If Erk is any indication, the precedent being set
may be one moving the oppositional leadership farther from
the grassroots.

With the newly earned symbolic capital, to borrow a phrase
from P. Bourdieu, Uzbeks can modernize in such a way as to
develop heartily the indigenous cultural and economic heritage
(as great merchants and traders) of their territory. 12 Good rela-
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tions with Turkey will do much to re-invigorate the stultifyingly
boring field of Soviet Turcology (mainly linguistics but also con-
cerned with the foundations of early Turkic cultural develop-
ment)." They might also stimulate a "re-Turkifying" of Uzbek
literary works (though this has arguably begun already—simply
because more works are devoted to the historical connections
between the Turkic peoples of Central Asia), although Uzbeks
are no doubt aware that the separateness of their own language
and literature won't be maintained if they allow one form of
cultural hegemony (Turkish) to supersede another (Russian)."

At present the ice has been broken: Turkey and Uzbekistan
will steadily enjoy more contact. 'Whether or not links and mutual
cooperation between these nations will do much to improve some
of the dire circumstances in Uzbekistan remains to be seen. It
does mean that interested students no longer need consider
Uzbek culture as part of an underdeveloped colony of the Soviet
Union, and that the republic need not remain within the category
of "nationality problem."" Studying Turkey and Turkish literary
practices ought to start involving the long neglected Turkic cul-
tures that will be noted and written about more frequently by
Turkish scholars, just a sUzbeks will do regarding Turkey.

This essay was written in May of 1991, and since then much
has happened in formerly Soviet Central Asia. Since September
of that year Uzbekistan became an independent nation. While
important economic and political ties to Russia and the Soviet
system still exist, the Uzbeks have increased their relations and
commercial agreements with neighboring countries. Turkey, in-
deed, has assumed a much larger role as trading partner and
benefactor toward all of the Central Asian republics, which in-
cludes the setting up of joint banks, the installation of a new tele-
communications system, and the education and training of thou-
sands of Central Asian students for technical and foreign serv-
ice professions. Korea, Pakistan, Iran, India and Afghanistan
make up the most prominent commercial and socio-cultural
partners that deal with the Uzbeks and other Central Asians
today. More significantly still, during the first week of January,
1993, the five heads of the post-Soviet Central Asian states met
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in Tashkent to discuss the possibility of creating a United States
of Central Asia should the upcoming Commonwealth of Inde-
pendent States conference in Minsk fail to bring the Central
Asians into this abstract and so far ineffectual political con-
glomerate in a equitable and advantageous way.

NOTES

10n jadids and jadidism, see Bennigsen and Wimbush, and Allworth
(Central Asia).

2For a good summary of the sociological categories of modernism and moder-
nization in the West of this century, see Hebidge.

8Here I indicate the transition in the literary and historical disciplines of
Stalinism. If a writer wanted to investigate the Tirnurid period in Central Asian
history or write an essay on the plays of Abdulrauf Fitrat, for example, he/she
had to describe both the period and the personality as negative, hence anti-Soviet.
In essence, intellectual work had to conform to the cultural and artistic pre-
rogatives of Marxism-Leninism and socialist realism.

4The most recent issues of publications such as Kommunist Uzbekistana
and Obschestveniye Nauki v Uzbekistane are packed with articles dedicated to
the jadidist period and the major personages of that day, especially issues from
July, 1990 on.

51 do not mean to over-generalize, but many of us who took courses on
Soviet politics and history in the early and mid-1980s, and who read a lot of
the political science literature from the 1960s and 1970s about the U.S.S.R.,
usually came to believe that decisions made in Moscow were simply followed
by the populations of the republics, for fear of the consequences associated with
dissenting.

8As Salih notes in Soyuz of 23 March 1990, Kazakhs supply Uzbeks with
milk products and meat whereas Uzbeks supply Kazakhs with fruits and fabric,
etc. Trade problems have been exacerbated by the decentralizing processes in
the U.S.S.R. because republics no longer feel responsible for honoring agree-
ments created long ago by the state. The reasons for this are numerous. One is
that in a time of national scarcity local peoples are hardly wont to send
staple products outside when they themselves greatly need the products. Further-
more, the development of these problems attests to the dependency natures of
many Soviet republics. The U.S.S.R. was fashioned in a way that ensured the
Central Asian republics' development as colonies, producing particular crops,
and being dependent on Moscow to design a system that would supply them
with staple goods from other republics.

70n the specific relations between Soviet Central Asians and Koreans, see
Brown. On issues concerning modernity and tradition with reference to Chinese
and "Little Dragons" relations, see Tu.

8A vast literature already surrounds the ecological disasters and appalling
health conditions in Central Asia. The Journal of Soviet Nationalities, Central
Asian Survey, and Soviet Geography (in English) are only a few of the pub-
lications that have given a lot of space to the coverage of these situations.
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Gregory Gleason's writings in Radio Liberty Report on the U.S.S.R. since
1989 are very important for understanding the nature of the cotton economy in
Uzbekistan.

DA stirring article from the Central Asian press was translated into the
Foreign Broadcasting Information Service Daily Report [on the] Soviet Union
on 9 May 1990 (103). While reading J. P. Peter's and Jeanne Favet's "L'animal,
le fou, le more," in Moi Pierre Riviere Ayant Egorge Ma Mere, Ma Soeur,
Mon Frere Un car de parriside an XIXe siecle (ed. M. Foucault. Paris:
Gallimard/Juillard, 1973), I was struck by the sort of seemingly senseless
violence and acts of horror that occurred in the French countryside in the early
decades of the nineteenth century and the recent events of brutality and murder
that have happened both in Central Asia and in the Caucasus. Frankly, I don't
think the parallels are dose, but I do think we should pay more attention to
the sociological and psychological reasons and causes for what often seems
like unwarranted bloodshed in the disintegrating Soviet Union. Naturally, I
wouldn't exempt the inner cities of the United States from this kind of analysis,
but that's a matter of concern outside my sphere at present.

10I'm not saying that Erk is to be compared with a Bolshevik-style or-
ganization, but they do have an apolitical air that sees their success best guaran-
teed by closing ranks, restricting membership to those of like-minded attitudes,
and supervising the oppositional activities of the "uneducated" masses.

11Faubion deals eloquently with the modernity problematic for Greek in-
tellectuals and provides some insightful thoughts on the issues of Greek tradi-
tionalism and modernism.

12Bourdieu's ideas suggest that the oppositional politics and the new
identity-affirming genres of literary and historical writing in Uzbekistan are
examples of gain achieved by the ascending intellectuals. He raises the important
idea of varying national social spaces in which different "forms of capital are
perceived and recognized"; these need not be restricted to West European
economies and societies. All societies have "specific structures" for those spaces
because all have "specific histories." Uzbekistan's socioeconomic classes are not
separable into a standard three-tiered division, but are highly structured with
traditional ruling layers constituting those that most closely conformed to the
societal norms imposed by the state and ruling bureaucracy. Matters are chang-
ing now, and those who were historically "uncooperative" are accumulating
economic and symbolic or cultural capital that may allow them to replace the
ancien regime.

13See the occasionally satirical piece by Mdikov. What is wrong with the
enormous Soviet literature on Turcology is not the research itself but the
subject matter. Great attention and detail have been devoted to all sorts of
picayune issues revolving around the genesis and development, or the distribu-
tion and variability, of lexical items, such as prefixes or post-positions. More
provocative topics, such as the affiliations of Central Asian languages, or the
Soviet colonialist policy that was responsible for creating as many linguistic
and territorial divisions among the Turkic peoples of Central Asia as was pos-
sible, have not been adequately examined. Pre-1987 issues of Sovetskaya
Turkologiya demonstrate these tendencies.

14In the summer of 1991 (while at Indiana University) I asked my in-
structor of the Uzbek language, Professor Khairulla Ismatullaev (also a profes-
sor at Tashkent State University), about this issue—how pro-Turkish are
Uzbeks and to what extent would they be willing to let Turkish cultural, espe-
cially linguistic, practices influence Uzbek society? I got the distinct impression
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that he saw unity among the Turkic peoples of Central Asia as far more im-
portant than looking to the Turkish republic to set any type of cultural standards
for Uzbeks or Kazakhs, etc.

15The term "nationality problem" is part of the terminological baggage
inherited from the Soviet°logical discourse before the late 1980s. The term was
used for the non-Russian populations of the U.S.S.R. as potential areas of dis-
content and open revolt. For the Cold Warriors and anti-Soviet political scientists
much of life and culture throughout the Soviet Union was reduced to what role
these minorities would play in upsetting the balance of power and later bringing
about the downfall of the state. See Allworth, Soviet Nationalities.
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Against Return:
Genre and Politics in Elias Venezis'
Aeolian Earth 

by ALISON CADBURY

Elias Venezis (1904-1973) was a member of an extraordinary
group of Greek modernist writers called the Generation of '30.
According to Thomas Doulis in Disaster and Fiction: Modern
Greek Fiction and the Impact of the Asia Minor Disaster of
1922,  these writers were mostly well-educated, polylingual, middle-
class Anatolian refugees, who had an international awareness
that ranged beyond the French and German tastes of earlier
Greek intellectuals to encompass Russian, Norwegian, Spanish,
Italian, and American literature. Confirmed believers in the use
of the demotic language, they were free of the narrow type of
Neo-Hellenism that bound so many older, mainland writers to
the classical past in theme and genre as well as to the puristic
language. Like their European contemporaries, they had a deep
aversion to war and military nationalism (Doulis 159-163).

More than to any other genre, their attention was directed
to the novel. Despite the presence among them of major poets
such as George Seferis, the Generation of '30 were "first and
foremost novelists ... who took their art seriously. ... speculat-
ing on the problems of their genre" (Doulis 158). Kleon
Paraschos' manifesto for the group identified their two major
goals as the development of technique in fiction and the "at-
tempt to break {through) the narrow limits of ethography"
(quoted in Doulis 168), the then dominant style.

ALISON CADBURY recently finished a second M.A. at San Francisco State
University with a thesis on the fiction of Elias Venezis.
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Fiction had for these writers a social function as well as
an artistic one. Life in Greece between the world wars was
extremely complex: the economic instability and social upheaval
this country shared with the rest of Europe and America were
greatly exacerbated by the distress, demands, and presence of
hundreds of thousands of Anatolian refugees, tragic souvenirs
of the Megale Idea, of politics based on nostalgia.' "No other form
but the novel," Paraschos said, "can express this complex
world" because it is "the most comprehensive of literary
forms" (quoted in DouHs 176, 169). For the Generation of
'30, fiction was "a means by which they would subdue and order
the chaos they saw about, and felt within, themselves" (Doulis
155). Aspects of this chaos were the first World 'War, the
Venezelist invasion of Asia Minor (the Megale Idea), and, per-
haps most important, the persecution and expulsion of the Greeks
from Asia Minor, the "Catastrophe." Venezis, born and raised
in Aivali (Aivalik), personally experienced both persecution and
expulsion, and made them the subjects of three of his novels.
The most famous is Aeolike Ye [Aeolian Earth or Aeolian
Land1.2 There can scarcely be a work more typical of the
Generation of '30 in the way its author fuses a broad humanitarian
view of the Catastrophe with an iconoclastic revision of the
genre of the novel and a statement about the relation of genre
to life. The book has been much praised for its lyrical beauty,
which derives from the unaffected simplicity of its language,
the ingenuous point of view of its child narrator, and its animistic
magic-realist cosmology. In these qualities, the book is reminiscent
of the work of two painters contemporary to Venezis—Marc
Chagall, who also combined images of village and countryside
with modernist forms, and (as Mario Vitti discusses in The
Generation of '30: Ideology and Form) the Greek nail painter
Theophilos (210). As well, Venezis' spirit-filled world antedates
by forty years the magical realism of writers such as Gabriel
Garcia Marquez. Yet, possibly because of its subject matter
(rural Anatolian life before 1914) and the time of its publication
(during the German Occupation) the book seems to have be-
come regarded more as a nostalgic memoir—"a backward glance
to a lost youth, a lost peace, a lost Garden of Eden" (Karanikas
and Karanikas 49) —than as a novel in the modern idiom. To
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Apostolos Sahinis, it is "not so much a novel as the memory of
childhood and the ancestral earth, ranging through myth and
dream" (88). Peter Mackridge also sees it as a memoir, based
on a "two-fold nostalgia": "a temporal nostalgia for childhood.
coupled with a spatial nostalgia for the [homeland] left behind"
(75), "a Garden of Eden from which [the writer had) been cast
out" (76) and to which he could never return. As an "Asia
Minor" memoir, on the other hand, Aeolian Earth disappointed
political critics hoping for an epic novel of the disaster or an
ethnographic record of Anatolian life (Doulis 283).

Neither nostalgic nor epic, Aeolian Earth in style, structure,
and theme is a strong, intricately-crafted statement of opposition
to nostalgia,3 to behavior of any kind—personal, political, or
literary—based on traditions, perceptions of the past, which have
survived beyond their time. It is, as well, almost a paradigm of
the novel as described by M. M. Bakhtin in his "Epic and Novel,"
and in structure as well as theme reflects Bakhtin's opposition
of the two genres. Aeolian Earth shows us both the literary and
political reasons why an epic treatment of the Catastrophe could not,
should not have been written: such a work would have perpetuated
the ideological cycle most recently represented by the Megale
Idea that had resulted in terrible death and destruction. Why?
One assumption of the epic is the right of a hero, representing
an ethnic group, to occupy "ancestral" lands and to perpetrate
violence to retain or regain them.4 The epic that shares with
Aeolian Earth the themes of exile and return and that to ir-
redentist neo-Hellenists might most validate and perpetuate this
point of view is the Odyssey. It is my belief that Aeolian Earth
was an attempt to unseat not only the genre of the epic in
general but the Odyssey in particular, and to banish from the
authorial present and the minds of people living in that present
the canonized assumptions of Homer's epic.

In "Epic and Novel," Bakhtin discusses the opposing qual-
ities of epic and novel. Aeolian Earth, as I have said, is almost
a paradigm of the novel as he describes it. To begin with, it is
complicated" and "multilayered" (8-9), an intricate interplay

of a two-stranded structure: one strand is a narrative concerning
the boy Petros' developing consciousness of the world of his
family (particularly his sister Artemis, his alter ego) and their
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neighbors and a natural universe peopled with sentient beings,
including trees, bears, and mountains. The second strand is a
series of over twenty stories, told by or about the characters,
representing a wide range of genres including a creation myth,
an Arabian Nights-type demon tale, demotic songs and tales
(paramythia), fairy tales, dreams, classical myth, genealogies,
a saint's tale, and an epic romance—among others.

Most of the more than two dozen stories reflect the main
theme, the issue that the characters in the narrative will face
in the final pages: exile. Someone has left, for some reason, his
or her native place. Little Red Riding Hood (Kokkini Skoufitsa),
the walnuts of the Caucasus, the Bears of the Lebanon, Ali,
Uncle Joseph, even the wolves of the bandits' song—all have
left a native place never to return. Nor are Grandfather and
Grandmother (though likened to Adam and Eve) or their
neighbors, Villaras and Thisbe, native to Aeolia. Aeolia itself
was created by the waves washing soil up from another place.
Doris, an important catalyst in the children's lives, is not only
an immigrant from Scotland, but the granddaughter of a Greek
island woman, herself an exile. Even the infant Petros has
suffered relocation from the sea to the mountain. People can be
exiled not only from places, but also from their senses: Stephanos,
Ali, Levas, and Uncle Thodoros are all "out of their minds."
One subject of a story, the smuggler Pagidas, is not "out of
place"—in fact, he is stuck in place—but, tragically, "out of (his
nwn) time."

The stories also carry another theme, that of genre. They
represent a sort of history of Greek popular genres, progressing
from creation myth to medieval epic romance. This progression
parallels the maturing consciousness of the child protagonist.
Within the stories themselves, a constant theme is the helpful
or destructive effects of genres on human behavior: if genres
are appropriate to the time, place, and teller or subject, they
are helpful; if they are inappropriate, they are destructive, even
fatal.

The two strands of narrative and genre stories interact con-
stantly in a highly complex pattern that pairs and re-pairs char-
acters (human, animal, and natural), actions, and qualities, creat-
ing a shifting interplay of dualities. One example is the series
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of pairings of Artemi. As Petros' slightly older sister, she is not
only female to his male, but both stands as classical Artemis
to his Apollo and represents the classical tradition as opposed
to the Christian one implicit in his own name, Peter. When
paired with the Hunter with the Yellow Stars, another chthonic
classical personage, she participates in the Artemis-Orion myth,
but when Doris appears and takes over the girl's function and
her Hunter, Artemi represents instinctual psychic rightness op-
posed to Doris' fatal impropriety, which is due to her faulty
knowledge of her role and the to p05, the land, which should
govern it. At the end, Artemi and Doris are paired as two
mourning women, both of whom have erred and learned. An-
other series of pairs involves animistic, symbolic aspects of the
topos; some of these are sea/mountain, mountain/river, moun-
tain/farm, farm/sea, and sea/"mountain" or island. Every char-
acter and every action as well is paired in this way with other
characters and other actions; the similarities and contrasts line
out a series of dualities; in the end, we see that these dualities
represent choices that Petros has had to make in order not only
to survive but to profit from exile. Some pairs of these qualities
are: mature/immature, conscious/unconscious, sane/insane, con-
trol/acceptance, truth/lies, instinct/learning. A major element
is motion: circularity/flow, stasis/change, regression/progression;
these are reflected in the motions of returning and launching
out, and are directly linked to an important set, obsession/open-
mindedness. Thus, for example, after a long series of pairings,
we see that maturity and open-mindedness lead to acceptance of
change, which as flow is the natural motion of all life. Launch-
ing out is then seen not as regrettable exile but as rebirth. The
opposite series shows that resistance to change—desire to control
(to prevent change), obsession with any way, person, or place
in time, and desire to return to or retrieve that way, person or
place (nostalgia)—are all in complete contradiction to the law
of the universe, and so are insane.

Pairing occurs also in the genres of the stories: two folk
tales, two demotic songs (or paraloges), two Red Ridinghoods,
two prayers, two ancestor tales, two pairs of dreams, and so
forth. Oddly, in the midst of this complex misymmetry, two
major genres, classical myth and medieval epic, are left un-
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paired. I believe that at the novel's end, the reader, informed
by the repetition of the themes of exile and return, and paced
by the insistent pairing, completes this unfinished series of pairs,
calling to mind the one classical myth/epic that deals with
exile and return, the Odyssey, and sees both its genre and its
assumptions in a new light.

This multitude of stories told by a multiplicity of hetero-
geneous voices makes Aeolian Earth, in Bakhtin's terms, hetero-
glossic in the extreme. The main narrator is the I of the boy
Petros, but this voice gives way many times without mediation
to that of an effaced narrator as well as to the dozen or so
narrators of the stories. The stories themselves demonstrate
the novel's ability, as Bakhtin states, to "parody other genres ...
expose the conventionality of their forms and their language ...
[and] incorporate them ... into its own peculiar structure" (6).
Genres parodied in Aeolike Ye include the popular romance,
demotic song, creation myth, and ghost story. As well, Bakhtin
says that the novel "sparks the renovation of other genres ...
[and) infects them with its spirit of process and inconclusive-
ness" (6). An example of this "infection" is the way stories
are discussed after they are told (Liras scolds Levas for being
frightened by his "Arabian Nights" demon), or revised, retold
in a different version (Grandmother's soft-hearted revision of
Grandfather's Little Red Ridinghood). The stories' interrela-
tion with the main stream of the narrative as well gives them
or revives in them deeper meanings. The two most conventional
stories—Levas' demon tale and Liras' paramythi of the Gorgona—
because they are paired, become, in the light of later events
(the madness of Uncle Thodoros) exempla of how people
should and should not deal with spirits, certainly no part of
their original meanings.

One genre that is not represented as "told story" is classical
myth. Instead, the myth of Artemis and Orion is lived out by
the adolescent Artemi, Petros, Doris, the Scottish bride of a
neighbor's son, and the Hunter with the Yellow Stars. In the
beginning, the pair is Artemi and the Hunter, and all is natural
and serene; the Hunter is teaching Artemi, who has had dreams
containing references to Artemisian rituals, to be "herself,"
that is, the chthonic goddess of Asia Minor. She goes hunting
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with him and learns the lore of the land. However, soon Doris,
whose Greek grandmother told her only certain parts of the
old myths, usurps and captures the Hunter. She wants to assume
the role of the Huntress, though she is married and ignorant of
the region. Her mistakes blight Artemi's love and education,
nearly cost Petros his life, and do cause death to a mother bear,
•the symbol of Great Artemis herself, and exile to her cub.
Classical myth here is seen not so much as a literary genre as
a reflection of the human psyche and the demands of the natural
world, presaging the recent Jungian view of such writer-analysts
as jean Shinoda Bolen.

Aeolian Earth is complex, its dozens of themes and images
so intertwined that to bring one or two pieces under the micro-
scope distorts an intricate and balanced organism. However, I
would like to look briefly at the events and genres attached
to two characters, Stephanos and Pagidas.

The story of Stephanos (whose name connotes "wreath")
is introduced with the story of the "Children of the Windmill."
In a certain village, children meet ritually every week at a wind-
mill to engage in a stone-throwing war. Although many children
have been killed, the villagers are unable to break the cycle of
violence. Stephanos, a madman, appears at the camp of Pagidas,
a smuggler thief, who treats him kindly. Later, we learn Stepha-
nos' story: he was once a productive saddle-maker who believed
that "to find contentment, man must stay where he is. Anything
else is folly." However, his reading of popular romances led
him to go to the city and impulsively woo a sophisticated city
girl who repulsed and ridiculed him. Seeking some way to gain
her esteem, Stephanos, resorting again to reading, this time in
popular science, determined to solve the riddle of Perpetual
Motion, to aikinito. He bought a clock with a circular pendulum
made of two golden satyrs and has studied it obsessively until
he is quite mad. People call him, in a pun, o akinitos, the mo-
tionless one, even though he is now a vagrant. Later, Stephanos
sleeps, clutching his clock, in the armory of Grandfather's farm,
where previously Petros and Artemi had heard at night the
guns and swords "waking up," foreshadowing war and now
reflecting the chaos in Stephanos' head. Thus war is linked with
insanity. Stephanos is last seen wandering off into Anatolia to
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search for Jerusalem, which he believes will save him. This
wandering echoes a previous story of Ali, a Tsitmi camel driver,
who, driven mad by the loss of a beloved camel, obsessively wan-
ders the roads in search of it.

Thus circular motion is equated with ritual and tradition
and both with obsession; all lead to "dead ends," exile from
sanity (Stephanos), from society (Ali), and from life (the
windmill children). While inability to bear loss is at the root
of Al's exile, the respective causes of the children's death and
Stephanos' madness are tradition and inappropriate literature.

The case of Pagidas is more complex, and his story dominates
the last third of the book. He too is introduced immediately after
the story of the "Children of the Windmill." When we first
meet him, his kind treatment of Stephanos shows us that he is
at base a compassionate man, despite the vulgar rowdiness he
and his band engage in. Pagidas forms a "pair" with an earlier
brigand, the much feared Lazos,' whose dominant brutality was
once briefly melted by the cry of a new-born child. But Lazos
was a sui-generis folk hero; the genre associated with him is
folk song; he and his band sing a story of wolves who desire
to go to the sea but are fated not to. Lazos believes in Fate, but,
as we see later, Pagidas believes in legends.

Although linked to Lazos' story by a prose version of folk
song,' the story of Pagidas begins as a separate, omnisciently
narrated story, and in language, structure, and characteristics
resembles a folk epic or medieval romance. It is a projection of
the self-concept of Pagidas and his smugglers who identify them-
selves with Dighenis Akritas, the eponymous hero of the medieval
romance that is the central text of Christian Greece. The smugglers
are described in heroic language as the greatest heroes of Ana-
tolia. They adhere to a code of facing and intensifying danger,
of giving generously and living high, and of revenging insults.
They feel they are living the supreme moment of chivalry.
They are one with their enemies; other people are of minimal
concern. They also believe in Fate.

But their self-concept is based on falsehood. Pagidas has
adopted the epic-chivalric mode because his mother, ashamed
of his disfiguring birthmark, told him lies. These lies are cast
in the form of two genre stories. In the first story, typical of
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heroic romance, his mother tells Pagidas that he had a magical
birth which the Fates attended, which meant that he was des-
tined for great things. As well, to ease the pain of his birth-
mark, she told him that he was the spiritual twin of Pope Oiko-
nomos (also birth-marked), whose story is related in a saint's
tale that tells how the compassionate saint saved the life of an
unknown Turk, who later stopped a persecution of Christians
in gratitude. In one of the final incidents of the book, however,
Pagidas shows that he has learned nothing from the story he
has adopted as half of his personal mythology, because he finds
himself compelled by the values of his other mythology—epic
romance—to kill his best friend, Garbis.

Not only does Pagidas believe he is the living counterpart
of Dighenis Akritas, but also his band of smugglers sit around
the campfire orally composing the "epic" of Pagidas. The in-
cidents they sing about—"Selim and Pagidas," "The Devil Bishop
and Pagidas"—are unreal, since the smuggler has never had such
encounters. Parts of the "work-in-progress" are parodies of
epic romance, substituting Pagidas for Dighenis and other heroes,
but one part, Dighenis' wrestling with Haros on the threshing
floor, is taken directly from the original, showing the equivalence
of their chief and the epic hero in the minds of the com-
posers. The creation of this oral epic illustrates perfectly Bakhtin's
contention that heroicized epic made about contemporaries "trans-
fers to contemporary events and contemporaries the ready-made
epic form, that is, they transfer to these events the time-and-value
contour of the past ... canonizing these events while they are
still current ... true for relationships among people as for rela-
tions among all the other items and phenomena of the epic
world" (15).

The smugglers' values are those of a past world, and the
events they are canonizing are spurious. Spurious as well is
Pagidas' other role model, called Tsakitsis, a hero of a con-
temporary newspaper "cliffhanger" seria1.7 Pagidas does not
distinguish between Tsakitsis and Dighenis. The false events do
serve to show up Pagidas' weaknesses: in the mythical encounter
with Selim, Pagidas is portrayed as expelling evil by force of
character. But when Garbis unwittingly kills Pagidas' worthless
brother and the "chivalric" code demands that Pagidas avenge
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the death, Pagidas lacks the strength of character even to follow
his heart and refuse to fight. The Devil Bishop story shows
the literary Pagidas arraigning himself on the side of St. George
and destroying the stronghold of the Devil. But the real Pagidas
has never concerned himself either with his religion or with
the fate of his fellow Christians. Although Pagidas is brave,
he has used his bravery only in violent clashes with rival
smugglers. He is a true child of the windmill, engaged in sense-
less violence sanctified and made imperative by the least relevant
of genres to present human life, the epic. 'When the other char-
acters embark for the new lands, Pagidas stays behind on the
beach, partly in mourning for Garbis, partly to die a useless
"hero's death" fighting the Turks. Venezis thus implies that the
genre of the heroic romance must also be left behind, since it
does not show the way of modern people •to deal with the
modern world.

Of course, the lessons of these and other stories are re-
lated to the growth of the children's, especially Petros', conscious-
ness. He too has his problems with violence, sensuality, and
mythology. Unlike Artemi, who is instinctively right in her
chthonic godhood, Petros must learn by observation, trial, and error.
Because, at the end, he has done so, we know he will succeed:
he is on his way to taking up his own mythic role, the "Keeper
of the Keys," but his "kingdom" is a humanitarian conscious-
ness higher than tradition-bound nationalism. At the very end
stood as lessons, as preparations for the test of exile, now at
back at Aeolia. All the stories of his childhood are now under-
stood as lessons, as preparations for the test—exile, now at
hand. Petros surveys the refugees in the boats, speculating on
how those around him will adapt to a new life. Those who
are obsessed with place (Lena with her passion for the red
earth of Aeolia) or certainty (Agapi, who needs to count the
stars) will fail; those who are open to change (Grandfather,
whose room in the farmstead had the only outwardly-facing win-
dow) or who learn from experience (Doris, who has just dis-
covered and accepted her true mythos) will succeed.

Petros will be successful, but in what way? He is not only
the narrator but also the implied author of the book itself, and
Venezis shows us what a person who has learned from the past
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but is not chained to it should do when faced with loss: convert
it. Just as uncle Joseph converted his longing to return to his
own homeland to a dream, so Petros will convert his to a novel—
not an epic whose very form would impose traditional nationalist
values, demand a closure of victory in combat or death, but a
novel with its open-ended indeterminacy, its ability to imply
continued growth of a personal consciousness. This intention is
manifested when Petros, inspired by Grandfather's having brought
a handful of soil in which to plant a root of basil in the new
land, cries out, "Ye, ye! Aiolike ye, ye tou topou 'flour Each
word is loaded with meaning. Ye is land, earth, soil. T opos is
not only landscape and homeland but also subject and literary
convention. Aeolian Earth or Land is the title of the novel.

Such an approach to exile could not have been written in
epic form. All the images Venezis uses to symbolize the insanity
of attempting to reverse the flow of nature are characteristics,
Bakhtin shows us, of the genre of epic. The epic is "as closed
as a circle ... there is no place in the epic world for any openend-
edness ... no loopholes through which we glimpse the future"
(16). In contrast, the entire embarkation scene of Aeolian Earth is
full of such "loopholes," through which we see success in the new
life or failure.

The greatest failure, of course, is that of Pagidas. Bakhtin
seems to be speaking directly to his tragedy, that of becoming
bound to an outworn code by means of genre, when he states
that "a reliance on tradition is immanent in the very form of the
epic [and) ... sacrosanct tradition ... excludes any possibility of
another approach" (16). He adds, "Tradition isolates the world
of the epic from personal experience, from any new insights,
from any personal initiative in understanding and interpreting,
from new points of view and evaluation" (17). Pagidas has
been forced by his tradition—indeed by his genre—to violate his
own insight and stifle his initiative, and thus has brought about
the death of his closest friend. It is no accident that the Me gale
Idea, which brought about the death of hundreds of thousands
of Greeks, was a tradition dating from the same era as the
Akritic epic-romance.

For this reason, Venezis' entirely new point of view about
exile from the native land, Aeolian Earth, could not have been
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realized in any form of epic, even a prose version (if, in view
of Bakhtin's definition, there can be such a thing), of the Asia
Minor catastrophe. As well, I believe that Aeolian Earth as both
genre and statement stands in direct opposition to that canonized
epic of exile and return, the Odyssey. Of the two, this is, for the
modern reader, the truly nostalgic work, one that for two
thousand years has validated the violence and bloodshed, the
static and unchanging values that Aeolian Earth shows to be
cultural death. I think that Venezis is saying that twentieth-
century people can value the Odyssey for the beauty of its lan-
guage, its exquisite metaphors, its magical cosmology, but they
should not base contemporary actions, particularly political actions,
on its archaic values.

NOTES

1The Megale Idea or Great Idea was the dream of the Greeks (since the
fall of Constantinople) to free themselves and their lands (especially the seat
of Orthodox Christianity) from Turkish domination. After World War I, the
crumbling of the Ottoman Empire and the ceding (by various treaties) to Greece
of lands in Asia Minor made the dream seem realizable. However, the ex-
pansionist plans of the Greeks coincided with the Kemalist revolution. For a
brief history of the period from the Greek perspective, see Doulis 8-453 or
Politis 206ff.

2The English translation by Scott-ICilvert is somewhat abridged and some-
times over-freely translated. "Ilias" is also transliterated as "Elias" and "Aeolike
Ye" as "1 Aeoliki Ghi."

8Nostalgia in Greek is stronger than its English homonym, meaning "the
pain or ache to return." The verb nostalgo is commonly used to indicate "home-
sickness," particularly for exiles.

4The role of literature in the politics of ethnic land claims is one focus of
Kaplan's article on the Macedonian controversy.

5Lazos is a figure of ambiguous ethnicity; his name may be a Hellenized
version of Lan, or it may be a nickname for Lazaros. He is thus paired with
the Greek-Turkish fictional bandit-hero, Tsaldtzis or Cakid Efe, a role model
for Pagidas (see below).

6The passage introducing the section, Anthropf, "People," in which Night
inquires of the mountains and the waves for news of her beloved smugglers,
is a prose parody of the folk song "Liakoura," in which the mountain Liakoura
(Parnassus) inquires of the plain for news of Antroutsos and the Klephts:

And Ghiona calls to Liakoura, and Liakoura to Ghiona:
Mountain, thou who art loftier and hast a higher vision,
What has become, tell me, of the Klephts of Antroutsos? (Eliot 131-32)
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prsakitsis, in Greek, or Cakid or Cakircali Efe, in Turkish, seems to have
been a bicultural phenomenon. His adventures were published serially in both
Greek and Turkish newspapers in the first half of the century. Mr. Oktay Aksan
of Toronto, who attended the conference, remembers reading the serial to his father
as late as the 1940s.
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An Adventure of Oral Narrative
In Modern Turkish Literature

by SUHA OGUZER'TEM

He was above all a man of olden
times.

YASAR NAZI NAYIR

The world is full of youth of olden
days, such elderly children, who do
not consider themselves aged yet.

ABDULHAK SINASI HISAR

Is Abdulhak Sinasi Hisar (1883-1963) the founder of a new
movement in Turkish literature along with Ahmet Hamdi Tanpinar
(1901-1962), as has been recently suggested in a historical study
of the Turkish novel (Timur 302) ? For me, the answer to this
question is a categorical no. It would be unfair, however, to cen-
sure excessively the author who made this suggestion, for the
assimilation of Hisar to Tanpinar, or vice versa, does not pre-
sent itself as a novel phenomenon in Turkish literary criticism;
it is an established critical opinion probably dating back to an
article by Pertev Naili Boratav written in 1944 (365-66). This
unfortunate assimilation betrays a vague understanding (more
excusable in the 1940s than today) of what modernity involves
in Turkish letters, of the ways it has differentiated itself from
the traditional, and of the aesthetic channels through which the
modern literary order has critiqued and subverted the pre-modern
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one. Although they are contemporaries and respectful of one
another, probably no two authors who lived in the modern era
belonged to cultural paradigms as different as Hisar, the "last
Ottoman" in many respects, and Tanpinar, the first and fore-
most aesthete of modernism in Turkey. The cultural references of
their works are worlds apart.

The purpose of this paper is neither to delve into the pos-
sible reasons for their assimilation into one hypothetical "move-
ment," nor to highlight the obvious contrasts between them.
Those tasks would require an extensive analysis of Tanpinar's
aesthetics in the first place, which I have tried to accomplish
elsewhere (Oguzertem). My purpose here is to elucidate certain
features of Hisar's work that clearly set him apart not only from
Tanpinar but also from the predominant trends of modern
Turkish literature.

In the book-length works that he began to publish in his
late fifties, Hisar displays an exclusive interest in the upper-
class life of Istanbul during the final decades of the Ottoman
Empire. Almost all of his works, some of which have quasi-
fictional characters, are delivered in the poetic mode of memories
from childhood. Whoever wants to have an insider's outlook on
the worldview, daily lifestyle, and manners of Istanbul aristocrats
of the late Ottoman period will find Hisar's writings fascinat-
ing. One reason for this is Hisar's own fascination with the times
of his childhood, and his ability to convey to his readers the
atmosphere of those times. Another reason, no less intriguing,
is his complete lack of interest in the contemporary life of
Turkey, and his avoidance of any contrastive consideration of
what separates the present from the past. The only judgmental
comment Hisar offers about contemporary life is that it repre-
sents a massive vulgarization (" adilesme"). Modern critics are
often struck, in varying degrees of tolerance, by the completeness
of Hisar's detachment from modern Turkey. Vedat Gunyol,
for example, was justified when he thought in the mid-1950s
that Hisar's writings were seriously dated from the perspective
of modern sensibilities (110-24). However, one can see clearly
today that our modern aesthetic and historical sensibilities do not
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(and need not) apply when we deal with Hisar's writings; for
what is viewed as a flaw from the modern perspective is usually
a sign of authenticity in terms of the paradigm that preceded
the modern one.

In a manner that re-authenticated a withering class status,
Hlsar was convinced that the present was vulgar; but this convic-
tion was not based upon a critical understanding of difference
and break, a consciousness of the present as distinct from the
past such as we find in modern historiographical and fictional
narratives. As a well-known author of the modern period, Hisar
is unique in not showing any interest in the contemporary prob-
lems of his country. He made no effort to understand or nego-
tiate with the new rules of the new game. To compare Hisar
with Tanpinar is not only inappropriate because of the latter's
patent modernity, it is also ironic when one remembers Tanpinar's
1941 essay in which he carefully distances himself from those
who "love that which is past, seeing a continuation of it in
themselves," and in which he disowns the majority of the lovers
of Ottoman court poetry on grounds that "Mhey know it from
within a circle in which they are confined" ("Eski" 189). Hisar
clearly fits the description Tanpinar gives of the lovers of the
past, not because his writings are about that past but because
they reproduce the horizons of experience, the ways of informa-
tion gathering, and the technology of writing that also belong to
the past. Tanpinar, it seems, thought that this type of vicarious
existence amidst modem sensibilities could best be described
through metaphors of confinement and imminent extinction.

Because he wrote ("compose" might be a more fitting term
to describe his literary activity) about •the past in the mytho-
poetic, semi-oral mode of literature typical of Turkey's medieval
culture, Hisar's writings present a special challenge to those
who want to approach his work through such modern genre
classifications as history, autobiography, novel, and poetry. Despite
the wealth of historical information they contain, Hisar's works
are not strictly historical because they are informed by an un-
derstanding of the difference of the past from the present, nor
by a sense of "objective distance," which is a prerequisite of
modern historical consciousness. That Hisar was not interested
at all in chronology, factuality, and documentation goes without
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saying. His writings are not autobiographical, for they do not
convey the unique point of view of an individual authorial
consciousness placed at the center of the narrative. Nor are they
novelistic, despite the abundance of novelistic (dramatic and
tragic) situations and conflicts they present. However, his writ-
ings are composed in a poetic prose, 'poetic" here reflecting an
older ideal of "sairane" rather than "siirsel" in the modern sense.
The ideals that define his prose are very far from those quintes-
sential characteristics of modern narratives: purposefulness, selec-
tivity, causal development, unity, and analytical orientation.
Hence, most critics of Hisar are confounded by the problem
of defining the genre of his writings. Hisar's three quasi-fictional
works, Fahinz Bey ye Biz (1941), Camlicadaki Enistemiz (1944),
and Ali Nizami Beyin Alafranqaliqi ye Seyhliqi (1952), are
often classified as novels, though some critics—Tanpinar, for in-
stance—think they are best described as memoirs ("Tiirk" 126).
Hisar's own definition of his works was not clearer than those
of his critics. When he had to describe his works in an interview
in terms of their genre he wavered between calling them "sincere
memories" and "stories" (Uysal 13).

Usually when one runs into taxonomic problems of such
serious nature, metafictional or ontological questions about the
nature of art (or fictionality) wait around the corner. And in
Hisar's case one should not fail to consider them. Tanpinar's
apparent misgivings about the value of Hisar's writings in his
observation that Hisar "always stopped at his memories ("Tiirk"
126) may provide us with a clue as to the metafictional nature
of the problem at hand. It seems to me that Tanpinar does not
imply that Hisar was a mere memorialist, but that he could not
cross the threshold into "fiction proper." He elsewhere observed:
"it is as if the writer has deemed it sufficient to leave the novel
in its preparatory stage" ("Bogazici" 442). If Hisar was not
able to turn his quasifictional narratives into proper fiction, as
Tanpinar implies, one cannot be sure whether Hisar had a clear
intention to write fiction; nor can one easily decide whether
fiction would be something desirable from Hisar's standpoint.
Nevertheless, the notion of a threshold between fiction and
something that comes close to it but still differs, invites ques-
tions relating to intricately interconnected conceptual parameters
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that shape our modern notions of literary narrative—parameters
like imagination, unity, authorship, character and plot. I think
we cannot properly enter Hisar's universe without reflecting on
the disjunction that exists between Hisar's writings and these
parameters of modern literature.

One cannot fail to notice that the most frequently used
words of the Hisar corpus (including the critics) are riiya
(dream), hiilya (fancy, fantasy, daydream, charm), hayal (fancy,
chimera, illusion), hafiza (memory), and hatira (remembrance) —
which call to mind what Coleridge had maintained about "fancy"
in contradistinction to "imagination" in Biographia Literaria.
Having previously defined fancy as an "aggregative and as-
sociative power," Coleridge elaborates in Chapter XIII: "Fancy
is indeed no other than a mode of Memory emancipated from
the order of time and space"; he claims that "equally with the
ordinary memory the Fancy must receive all its materials ready
made from the law of association" (256, 263). Readers of Hisar
know very well that emancipation from time and space by the
aid of fanciful memory is indeed what Hisar's works strive for.
Coleridge's definition of fancy seems uncannily accurate in that
respect. Moreover, we also need to note that since fancy re-
ceives its materials "ready made" and proceeds by "aggrega-
tion," it is not properly creative; therefore, we cannot consider
it a sufficient condition of fiction.

Coleridge's definition of imagination, on the other hand,
carries us onto a new plane of literary activity whose correlative
will not be found in Hisar. According to Coleridge, the properties
of imagination are that it "dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order
to re-create"; "it struggles to idealize and to unify" (263). Now
it becomes quite easy to recognize, in the light of Coleridgean
theory, precisely what Hisar's works do not strive for. We notice
that even those of his works sometimes classified as novels do
not have an organization that modern criticism would consider
"unified," but are composed in piecemeal fashion without a grand
design. Yasar Nabi Nayir, for example, observed that the size
of Hisar's works kept growing with each successive edition (27),
somewhat like La Bruyere's Les Caracteres. What is more, it
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would not be an exaggeration to say that various units (sentences,
paragraphs, chapters) of Hisar's works are often interchangeable,
and that one could read different sections from his different
works in new combinations without fear of losing the thread.
It has been shown by studies of orality that this type of com-
position by mosaical accretion, that is, without a premeditated
design, is highly typical of oral and residually oral cultures
Havelock; Ong).

Scholars of orality also consider the absence of climactic
linear plots a feature of oral narratives. In his Orality and
Literacy, Walter J. Ong emphasizes the additive, redundant and
copious character of the oral mind, as well as the incompatibility
between linear plot and orally based mnemonics (37-41, 145).
These observations by no means surprise Hisar's readers. If we
define plot as the unfolding of conflict in time, Hisar's works
should be described as "plotless" because of the absence of
central conflicts as well as clearly demarcated chronological de-
velopment. Hisar seems both ignorant and innocent of such
modern inventions. The sense of time that his works convey is
not temporality in the abstract as in both classical and modernist
novels (like those of Tanpinar), but a cyclicality that follows the
natural rhythms of seasons and life processes. Instead of an
abstract linearity or its conscious subversion, Hisar provides his
audience with a feeling of time consisting of memorable activi-
ties filling meaningful durations. And because durations and
activities are not separated but conjoined, the author may visit
the same time span several times for the different and newly
emerging needs of his narrative. He classifies and reclassifies
chunks of memorable experience under new rubrics as in a
hypothetical pre-Aristotelian encyclopedia. However, the absence
of "plotting" in Hisar's writings should not lead one into think-
ing that they are haphazardly organized or somewhat chaotic.
If that had been the experience of the majority of his readers,
Hisar would not be a well-known writer today. Instead of organ-
izing his narratives according to a teleological design, Hisar
composes his material through a process that we might call
iterative thematic association. That is to say, when the author
comes upon a personally meaningful and interesting theme, he
elaborates that theme through association, variation, and repeti-
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tion. A memorable instance of this process appears in the chapter
titled "The Realm of Belief in Which We Swam" in Camlicadaki
Enistemiz. Here the author maps out the belief system of the
local character, "our brother-in-law," in over ten consecutive
paragraphs, each of whose opening sentence is "enate" (Gu-
twinski 75-77) with others; that is to say, they have identical
structures in terms both of word order and word class:

He used to believe in magic ... / He used to believe in
Satan, angels, spirits ... / He used to believe in for-
tune-telling / He used to believe in good and ill-
omen ... / He used to believe in amulets ... / He used
to believe in evil eye ... (48ff)

And the list continues. One can observe that although the author's
manifest goal is to lay out his character's belief system, the
function of the whole chapter is no less than an epic catalogue
of a community's lore. In becoming the mouthpiece of collective
remembrance, Hisar was certainly inspired by the mother of the
Muses, Mnemosyne. Another example of iterative thematic as-
sociation is the section in Fahim Bey ye Biz where the author
describes, in successive paragraphs, his character's interactions
and conversations with "our cardplayers," "our musicophiles,"
.'our etymologists," "our men of letters," and "our histori-
ophiles" (120ff). One can also find a chapter in the same work
where ten paragraphs begin with the formulaic "yaslanan, ihti-
yaflayan adam ... (the man who grows old, who becomes
aged ... ) in which the author relates his feelings and observa-
tions about the aging person (Ch. 18). These few examples
should not imply that Hisar's work is always permeated• with
such strong manifestations of formal and semantic rhythmicity.
On the other hand, Hisar's work is permeated with the redun-
dancy, copiousness, and ritualism that scholars of orality con-
sider typical of orally-based cultures. (Note the pleonastic phrases
of the epigraph from Hisar.)

The emphasis Hisar gives to the first person plural pronoun
is worth special attention. Two of his works with a focal char-
acter feature "-miz" (our) and "biz" (we) in their titles. Al-
though I cannot hope to cover all the cultural implications of
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the prominence of the first person plural pronoun in Hisar's
narratives, a few observations are in order. We have already wit-
nessed in the title of the chapter on "The Realm of Belief in
Which We Swam" that Hisar had included himself among
those believers of supernatural phenomena, exemplified by his
central character, without any emphasis on the fact that he was
a child when he shared those beliefs (if he did at all), or that
he had sufficiently distanced himself from such beliefs since
then. Such analytical disowning and distancing are not in Hisar's
style. We always find in his writings an emphasis on the col-
lective nature of life's experiences where the distinctions between
the experiences of first, second, and third persons are always
implicitly preceded by and subsumed under an undifferentiated
we. Readers of Fahim Bey ye Biz will notice how, towards the
end of the narrative, the distinctions between the focal character
(third person) and the authorial voice (first person) are brought
to a symbiotic relationship. For instance, the authorial speech,
"Alas! How fast the time flows! Its speed gradually increases.
As a man grows older his time shrinks" (216) is followed by
the presentation of the character's feelings: " 'Oh!' he would
say, 'how fast the days flow now! It wasn't like that in the
past'" (218). The author's forebodings of death are also those
of his character, and vice versa. The emotional identification—
or the unwillingness to maintain distance from the object of
knowledge (Havelock chs. 11 and 12)—which one finds in
Hisar's writings renders them protofictional in character. For
the same reason, one would scarcely observe any exercise of
irony in Hisar's works, for biz is always the implied subject of
the author's experience of life. Consider, for example, the literal
translation of a rather undistinguished passage from Fahim Bey:
"Yes, it was said that Saffet Hanim, too, what could she do, it
may happen to a woman, had some nervous days, and she, one
cannot help, didn't have two identical days in a row" (109).
Such intense entreaties to the participatory feelings of the audi-
ence are something modern Turkish literature has continuously
moved away from since the introduction of Western genres in
the nineteenth century. However, Hisar's writings have pre-
served the emphatic, communitarian weltanschauung of the pre-
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modern universe well beyond the middle of the twentieth
century.

Hence, Hisar's model of authorship sharply contrasts with
modern sensibilities. Those readers who wish to find an in-
dividual (istic) point of view in Hisar, or who attempt to study
the psychology of his characters in depth, will be unable to do
so. His Fahim Bey is a novelistic character only to the extent
that he dreams of rising in society—which remains a dream.
Hisar does not invite us into the voyeuristic discovery of secret
musings of "round" characters; he does not, strictly speaking,
etnarrate" a story "created" by himself; he only recounts, with-
out any apparent premeditated design, memorable situations,
anecdotes, opinions, and most often his flights of fantasy. In
short, his authorship does not carry the necessary "authority"
modernity has bestowed on authors.

The "authorship without authority" that Hisar has exer-
cised in his writings becomes most emblematic in view of his
most characteristic tenses, which are "-m/s" (used in Turkish
for hearsay, traditional storytelling, and realization after the
fact), and "-Ardl" (used for repeated action in the past). The
element of empirical uncertainty that the use of the "learned"
past (-m/s) adds to a story starkly contrasts with the required
command and control of the empirically oriented modern nar-
rative (fictional or not), which typically uses the tense for
the "seen" past (-DI):

Finally, one night ... we heard it from the accounts
of the women that, finally, Fahim Bey had had [-m/s)
an auspicious dream one night. We had heard [-mIsDll
about this dream at that time in a confused form as
a result of its circulation from mouth to mouth, its
retelling and interpretation in various ways. (150)

The passage not only intensifies the effect of hearsay through
pleonasms, it also raises the second hand nature of the experience
to consciousness. Yet, it does not follow that because he knew
it Hisar must have been more interested in the "true" dream
than the reported one. The transmission of the overheard
("ready made" Coleridge would say) material rather than what
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is personally observed (or fabricated) is the basis of Hisar's
writings. As a storyteller in the traditional style, his art delivers
what is heard from others and what is retained in memory. The
tense of hearsay and storytelling a la Nasreddin Hodja sig-
nificantly contributes to the underlying sense of playful con-
tingency in this oral/aural universe. Probably no other author
in modern Turkish literature has captured the realm of fabula-
tion more convincingly than Hisar. Consider a passage from
Fahim Bey:

In the opinion of one or two of these women, Fahim
Bey had underhanded dealings! [-m/s1 It was said that
[-m/s) one of his relatives had an old seaside residence,
either in Vanikoy or Cengelkoy, and there, either his
paternal or maternal cousin, had four or five very
young and quite beautiful daughters. (145)

The profound uncertainty surrounding the text (the use of the
-mis past; the proliferation of "or"s; the impossibility of figur-
ing out the exact consanguine relations that are mentioned)
testifies not only to the author's experiential distance from his
abject, but also to his engulfment in the fantastic. Because what
he heard from others meant more for Hisar than what he ob-
served, the modern mind is likely to perceive in this enchant-
ment the sacrifice of the "individual" as well as the absence of
a "creative" mind. Tanpinar, for one, saw the elimination of
individuality in Hisar's work ("Bogazid" 446). Hence, from
the perspective of modernity, Hisar's model of authorship pre-
sents serious difficulties. The idea of authorship he presents to
us is one that has never assumed godlike omnipresence and
omniscience, the role of the creator or originator—postures that
are part and parcel of the ideology and technologies of modern
authorship. To borrow an argument of the cultural historian
Jean-Pierre Vernant, Hisar hardly ever made the passage from
" 'presentification,' the making present, of the invisible to the
imitation of appearance" (152). That is to say, he did not
arrive at the "image conceived as an imitative artifice reproducing
in the form of a counterfeit the external appearance of real
things" (152). Hisar indeed never imagined art being a lie
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(contrast this with Hasim 124, 192). He therefore fell short of
embracing the formula of literary modernity that I have been
tracing from the beginning: image=imagination =plotting =
secrecy = lying = power!

If that is the case, what should one make of the analogy
commonly drawn in Turkish criticism between Hisar the traditional
storyteller and Marcel Proust, the paragon of the late modem in
literature (Uysal 49; Unlu 47) ? The comparison of course
springs from both Proust's and Hisar's penchant for the memories
of bygone times. More technically, I would suggest that the
similarity largely consists of the prominent use by these authors
of the past iterative verb. In his Narrative Discourse, Gerard
Genette has observed that in the first three main sections of the
Recherche, iterative pages ("what used to happen") outnumber
singulative ones ("what happened") (117-18). One could of
course think that it is normal for both authors to use the
iterative past tense when they evoke their childhood memories.
Yet I think it would be proper to suggest that despite an ap-
parent similarity between Proust and Hisar arising from their
use of the past iterative, the significance this tense acquires in
one discourse is radically different from the other. To be able
to bring forth this difference we have to note Genette's re-
marks on the general character of Proust's novel:

ET]he rhythm of the narrative in the Recherche is es-
sentially based not, like that of the classical novel,
on the alternation of summary and scene, but on another
alternation, that of iterative and singulative. (143)

We also need to appreciate that although Genette's overall
emphasis is on Proust's "intoxication with the iterative" (123),
he by no means implies that the Proustian narrative has a short
supply of passes simples. It is here, I think, that the difference
between Proust's and Hisar's narratives becomes most conspicuous.
Hisar's narratives conform neither to Genette's definition of the
classical novel, nor to his definition of the Proustian one. One
can neither observe the alternation of summary and scene in
them, nor of iterative and singulative. What we have in Hisar
is the avoidance of the past definite through the prominent use
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of both -m/s and -ArdI forms, which give his writings their
intoxicating aura. Hisar's basic leaning for the indefinite is
also reflected in his total disregard of the modern law of chro-
nology and linear sequence in narrative. His writings, which
are imbued with achrony (the absence of specific temporal in-
dicators), belong to a world that has not strictly internalized
the invention of chronology yet. And I feel that it would not
be an exaggeration to compare this proclivity for the past in-
definite to the "absolute past" of the epic narrative as it has
been defined by Bakhtin. Hisar's extensive use of similes, which
help the creation of a familiar universe by the fusion of disparate
entities, his disregard of the proper names, professional affilia-
tions, and external appearances of his characters and his profound
interest in the meaningfulness of the personally shared space
rather than the impersonal signs of the public sphere may also
be considered among the "epic" features of his work.

In the Proustian utilization of the iterative past tense,
by contrast, we do not see an ignorance and innocence of the
law of linearity in narrative. Rather, Proust's "perversion" of
time is an integral part of his "search for a law of recurrence"
in his life, as Genette puts it; this "dangerous" game with time
is the Proustian hero's way of mitigating his "innate incapacity ...
to perceive the continuity of his life" (160, 125, 142). Hence,
in Proust, retrospection is clearly subjected to the interests of
introspection. In other words, whereas in Proust the prominent
use of the iterative past serves the recovery, against veritable
fragmentation, of unity in one's life, in Hisar it helps the
universe maintain its enchanted character. The modernist novel
remains, after all, a "novel" in search of a center, an origin—
regardless of whatever it does to subvert the "I-here-now-observe"
model of the eighteenth-century novel. Hisar's writings, by con-
trast, follow a "we-used-to-hear" pattern, which is incompatible
with the novelistic agenda of individualistic introspection and
metaphysically centered discourse.

Chronologically speaking, Hisar's writings belong to the age
of mechanical reproduction; but culturally, they are deeply em-
bedded in the age of storytelling. They remain outside the
modern contract that transpires between authors, readers, and
works. They belong to bygone times. "[Olnce upon a time, that
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is to say, on those days and nights when it was possible for us
to speak, and when we had time to listen to ..." reflected Hisar
(Fahim Bey 107). Walter Benjamin joined him: "The gift for
listening is lost and the community of listeners disappears" (91).
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Creating Contents:
Papadiamantis' E Fonissa as an Allegory
of Epistemological Treachery

by REBECCA SALTNDERS

Alexandros Papadiamantis' novel, E Fonissa {The Murderess),
is most often read as an indictment of the position of women in
Greek society and particularly of the dowry system, as Franko-
jannou, the "murderess" of the title, is inclined to murder young
girls to spare them from the trials of womanhood. It also seems
to me, however, that the novel sets up a striking association
between filling up containers—what I am tendentiously calling

creating contents"—and treachery. For example, Frankojannou
commits her first three murders by way of filling up some kind
of container or cavity: in the first instance she forces her fingers
into her granddaughter's mouth, and in the second instance she
pushes two girls into a cistern. And of course these murders
are conditioned by what Frankojannou deems the most treacherous
of all "fillings up"—filling up the womb with a female child.
Further, the novel is replete with scenes of characters conceal-
ing themselves within some kind of container—usually to escape
the law. Frankojannou's mother, Delcharo, for example, escap-
ing from the gendarmes who allege that she has used magic
to sabotage their business affairs, conceals herself in a hollowed-
out tree. Frankojannou's polymorphously perverse son, 0 Mouros
(as he's called), conceals himself first in the covered yard of
a boatbuilder, then in the basement. And of course Frankojannou
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herself seeks out various "containers" in which to conceal her-
self—the Shell, the Chapel of St. John in Hiding, a basement, a
dark house, the Black Cave.

Prompted, then, by what seems to me a rather salient associa-
tion between treachery and the act of creating contents, I will
sketch out in the following what Papadiamantis' rhetoric of
containment suggests when read as epistemological allegory.'
I am reading the events of this novel, that is to say, as rhetorical
figures, as the allegorical vehicle of an absent tenor, wagering
that we might find such rhetorical figures to be an epistemological
distillate, as it were, a truncated version of our beliefs about
knowing.

I. A Basket of Herbs

One of the iteratively "filled up" containers of this novel is
Frankojannou's basket, and while less overtly "treacherous" cer-
tainly than murder, this act of creating contents signals, at least
provisionally, both what is at stake in creating contents and
what constitutes the nature of treachery:

With her basket swinging on her left arm ... she went
out into the fields and up into the mountains, across
ravines and valleys and rivers, in search of plants that
she knew, wild onion, dragon-weed, thirdweed and
others. She cut them or uprooted them and so she
filled her basket and came home as the day ended.

With these herbs she prepared various tonics which
she maintained were sovereign remedies against chronic
diseases of the chest or the womb or the stomach. These
various resources, together with thrift, led to small
profits and in time she succeeded in building her little
nest. (19)

We are told that Frankojannou "maintains" that her herbs are
an efficacious cure—an appositely ambivalent term that suggests
that, rather than being patently true or patently false, the con-
tents of this basket—the herb cures—are treacherous, which is
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to say that one is uncertain what precisely those contents are,
what they do, whether or not they work in the way it is claimed
that they do. Indeed, it is never clear whether Frankojannou
herself believes in the powers of the herbs she collects. And it
is precisely that uncertainty that makes them treacherous, for it
is in the nature of treachery that one does not know to whom,
or when, nor exactly how that treachery takes place.2 Indeed,
this utter form of treachery—more specific than mere "wrong-
doing" yet less decipherable than the simple violation of a
law—is characterized, like Frankojannou's murders, both by decep-
tion and by a violation of faith.3 And the deception here—if
the herb cures are indeed deceptive—is of the most abysmal
sort: it is utterly anonymous; it can't be attributed to a respon-
sible agent; it can't be explained by a simple system of moral
causality. For should the herb cures fail to cure, who would be
to blame? These contents, then, "maintained" to be viable, de-
mand an assent of faith—as do most of the contents with which
we fill up epistemological containers—a suspension, willing or
not, of disbelief.

But the unknowability of contents notwithstanding, it should
not be overlooked that this passage suggests that creating con-
tents—filling up the container—is a matter of survival. Those
contents, not unlike such epistemological containers as words or
concepts or ideologies, function pragmatically: they facilitate
social exchange, bring in an income, feed a family.

On the other hand, when the act of filling up the basket
has ceased its pragmatic function, when Frankojannou is exiled
from the community and pursued by the gendarmes, it becomes
clear that necessity does not entirely account for the phenomenon;
Fankojannou continues, out of habit, or out of hope, to gather
herbs:

... she began to search for herbs [again], her old art,
not knowing any more what use they would be since
there was no other sanctuary left in the world for her
but prison and solitude.

Yet she nourished an undefined hope that she
might find hospitality at some sheepfold or shepherd's
cabin, and then she would offer the herbs to her host's
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wife as a small exchange. But mostly she was gather-
ing herbs to forget the grief which tormented her. (88)

Frankojannou seems, then, to be creating contents compulsively
here, as a sort of nervous habit, a kind of addiction or artistic
obsession. And indeed, in this novel characters often seem to
be driven to this act of filling up containers, as if by a will
not entirely their own. Frankojannou's second murders are an
example. When she sees the two young girls playing at the
edge of the cistern, Frankojannou speaks to herself "almost in-
voluntarily":

There, Saint John has sent me a sign, said Frankojannou
to herself almost involuntarily, as she saw the two girls.
What a relief for poor Perivolou, if they fell in the
cistern and went swimming! Now let's see, is there
any water in it? (56)

It is as if the very existence of a container—or a form, we
might say, which we are accustomed to distinguish from con-
tent—were some sort of vacuum, a disturbing, if not terrifying,
emptiness, in the presence of which characters cannot be con-
tent, until that container has contents. And it is no accident that
our word "content" has a dual meaning, denoting both "sub-
stance" or "matter" and "the condition of being satisfied."

Further, there seems to me to be an analogous kind of
compulsive action in E Fonissa conditioned by a less concrete,
albeit more overtly epistemological, container: presentiment. It
is as if those instances of premonition—Amersa's dream, for
example—create a sort of anticipatory container, a thought-form
searching for an act-content, a word waiting to become flesh.
And it is as if such containers created precisely that sort of
vacuity that inevitably draws in events, which, liquid-like, take the
shape of their container. Moreover, my own allegorical reading
strategy is no doubt just such a habit or compulsion—creating
contents for rhetorical containers—drawn in, with a certain inev-
itability, by their "emptiness." Such may be, in fact, that in
which the act of literary critcism consists: a presentiment, a
compulsion to fill things up—out of habit, or hope—with meaning.
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Like the mysterious workings of Amersa's dream, then, or
the feats of literary reading, the "murder" for which Franko-
jannou is pursued is the one that seemed to follow inexorably
from the presentiment—and the one, significantly, that she
didn't commit:

She had just uttered the prayer, more or less as a joke,
that the child should fall into the well, and look it
happened! So God (did she dare to think?) had heard
her prayer, and there was no need to move her hands any
more, enough for her to pray, and her prayer was an-
swered. (66)

Aside from the fact that there is a further form of treachery
here—for presentiment is precisely the kind of dubious "con-
tainer" the rational reader is no doubt supposed to believe empty
in the most literal and banal sense—it is not without epistemo-
logical significance that what the gendarmes think they know,
that Frankojannou is a murderess, is, in fact, true, but how they
know it is entirely false. Knowing, it would seem, that conjurer
of truths, is in cahoots with Chance.

Finally (before abandoning Frankojannou's basket of herbs
entirely), I think we should further note that in the passage
cited above, Frankojannou, we are told, "was gathering herbs
to forget the grief which tormented her" (88). That is to say,
then, that she is also trying to empty something out—that is,
memory—tryping to purge her own mind of its contents. It is as
if, having recognized the knavery of contents, characters are
equally obsessed with emptying things out—Frankojaimou empties
Out the contents of her soul in confession, empties a womb by
inducing abortion, little by little empties out the contents of her
father's treasury. Indeed, all these acts of "emptying out" seem
to have to do with restitution, with correcting a wrong or a
transgression, as if faultiness inhered in the being of "content"
itself.4 At the same time, however, one often gets the sense that
not everything is successfully emptied out of these containers:
Frankojannou, for example, "used to confess only very small
things, just the usual sins that the priest knew before she said
them: malicious gossip, anger, women's bad language and so
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on" (16) . It would seem that contents, however epistemologically
unctuous, cannot be gotten rid of entirely; nor can their "error"
be entirely amended.

II. A Woman Hiding in a Tree

Before the days of Frankojannou and her basket, Delcharo,
Frankojannou's mother, is accused of treachery, and specifically
of practicing witchcraft—of messing with things, we might say,
that can't be sealed up in rational containers. Consequently,
she conceals herself within a hollowed-out pine tree and, by
way of this act of creating contents, protects her "treachery" and
escapes the gendarmes pursuing her. Yet it is crucial to note
that this "treachery" is precisely of the equivocal sort we have
spoken of previously; just as we are never certain whether
Frankojannou's herbs really "work" or not, so we are never
certain whether Delcharo really does practice magic or not,
or indeed whether she knows if she's practicing magic or not.

Further, this scene seems to suggest that things like "con-
tents" and hidden presences, rather than things that cognition
reveals, as our customary epistemologies would have it, are
functions of cognition itself:

It was into that hollow, where two men could have
sat easily, that the newly married Delcharo, who was to
be the mother of Frankojannou, ran to hide. It was a
desperate, almost a childish expedient. She was hidden
there only in her own imagination, like a child playing
hide and seek. Her pursuers would certainly see her,
discover her hiding-place. She was invisible only from
the back, not from the front. (4)

Perhaps this containment, then, as well as its corollary hiddenness,
is merely a treachery of the imagination; perhaps our very no-
tions of "content" and hidden presences are merely containers—
metaphorical ones—into which we inevitably pour contents which
are no doubt equally treacherous—"a desperate, almost a childish
expedient." And yet, it is crucial to note here that Delcharo re-
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mains undiscovered: if she is hidden only in her imagination,
then the imagination, it would seem, is a very good place to hide.

Further, the gendarmes carry out their ill-fated operations
by habit, beginning, it would seem, from perhaps our most ad-
dictive presupposition about knowing: something is hidden; we
must uncover it. Moreover, there is a sense of survival associated
both with the act of "creating contents" here, and with uncover-
ing those contents—survival of the community on the one hand,
survival of the self on the other. And in a similarly strange logic
as that which both fills up containers and empties them out, hides
things and uncovers them, this act of creating contents is ap-
parently at once the root of epistemological anxiety and a kind
of epistemological wish-fulfillment. For those gendarmes, you
can be sure, want Delcharo hidden so that they can "discover"
her. What else, after all, are policemen supposed to do? Indeed,
perhaps we cherish these notions of "contents" and hidden pres-
ences precisely because they offer us something beyond an op-
pressively present and comprehended world. They are a way of
presupposing that one's world or one's self is greater than one's
consciousness of it, a presupposition that carries with it the pos-
sibility of transformation or transcendence, and renders viable
such things as hope and desire.'

III. A Chapel in Hiding

If Frankojannou's basket, read allegorically, teaches us about
the nature of treachery, and Delcharo, hidden in a tree, teaches
us about the relationship between contents and cognition, Franko-
jannou's pilgrimage to the Chapel of St. John in Hiding has
some things to say about signification. The Chapel of St. John
in Hiding, a place concealed within "the lie of the land" (52)
is "the shrine of all who hatvej a secret burden or a hidden
sin" (52-53)—a hidden container for containers of things hidden.
But again, this passage is not only "about" contents and their
containers, but "about" treachery as well. Indeed, the description
of the surrounding landscape insists, with its images of secrecy
and serpents, that appearances are deceptive container—what
you see is not what you get:
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In appearance [the stream1 was motionless and lake-
like, but in reality perpetually in motion under the tall
and long-tressed planes. Among mosses and bushes and
ferns it prattled secretly, kissed the trunks of trees,
creeping like a serpent along the length of the valley,
green-coloured from leafy reflections, kissing and biting
at once at the rocks and the roots, a murmuring, limpid
stream, full of little crabs which ran to hide in piles of
sand.... (51, emphasis mine)

But lest the sense of treachery be underdetermined, Papadiamantis
follows this description of the stream (delaying our "arrival" at
the chapel) with an odd, apparently digressive, story of an
eagle's nest that, once abandoned, was found to contain "an
entire museum of monstrous bones of sea-snakes, seals, dogfish
and other marine monsters" (52). This, then, is a container with
a decidedly unnatural relation to its contents. Indeed, if we read
this nest, according to our allegorical habit, as a significatory
container, it emphasizes the purely conventional nature of signs.
A nest, that is to say, would ordinarily signify cute little fluffy
birds (and the parody of family life should not be overlooked
here), and yet this nest insists, in a somewhat sinister manner,
that such signs cannot be counted on as phenomenally efficacious.'

If the landscape (and its legends) signal the infidelities of
that seductive relationship between signifying containers and
their contents, the chapel itself, and particularly its wallpainting,
suggest that the contents of significatory containers (or sig-
nifieds) are treacherous, like Frankojannou's herbs, precisely by
way of their uncertainty:

Only on the right of the choir there remained a wall-
painting that represented Saint John the Baptist bearing
witness to Christ. "Behold the Lamb of God who
taketh away the sins of the world." The face and the
hand of the Baptist which was stretched out and point-
ing, showed up rather well. The Savior's face was ter-
ribly dim on the wet wall. (52)

The representation of John the Baptist—the Signifier Incarnate—
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is clear enough then, but the Signified, at once the content of one's
salvation and that which empties one out, far from being the
(ultimate) meaning one might expect from such a portentous
signifier is, rather, something "terribly dim on [a) wet wall."
Content, meanings, signifieds, then, if not treacherously hidden
in some misleading container, would seem to be treacherous
merely by way of their obscurity; if once, like the Savior's face,
they were clearly defined and easily apprehended, now they are
faded, obscure, difficult to make out at all.

Undaunted, however, by this ominous lack of clarity, Franko-
jannou (at a moment when, presumably, she should be emptying
out her soul, which is to say confessing), asks for yet another
container, as if she needed an empty one, as if hers were already
overflowing:

"If I was right, dear Saint John, send me a sign today,
and I'll do a good deed, a Christian good deed, for my
soul to be at peace and my poor heart." (53)

The sign, according to Frankojannou's reading of the world, is
the appearance of two little girls playing at the edge of a
cistern. "There," she says, "St. John has sent me a sign" (56).
And the content of that significatory container, according to
Frankojannou's (apparently inexorably treacherous) hermeneutic
precepts, is death. If children at play, rather than signifying in-
souciance, and the like, can just as well signify murder, then the
relationship of signifier to signifed is not, as conventional models
of linguistics once hoped, a relationship of a specific container
to a specified content. Rather (and a large part of the outrage
of this decidedly disturbing tale seems to me to consist in precisely
this repeated and insistent suggestion), the act of creating con-
tents is a treacherously random business, as the emptiness of
containers leaves them subject to being filled with the most out-
rageous contents—bones in an eagle's nest, a woman in a tree, a
fist in a baby's mouth.

In conclusion then, Papadiamantis' rhetoric of containment,
read as epistemological allegory, suggests that we find in the
contents of our knowing an uncertainty, an obscurity, a random-
ness and anonymity, in short—a treachery. And that treachery,
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however pragmatic and habit-forming, would seem to be at once
a kind of epistemological wish-fulfillment and the root of
epistemological anxiety; for knowing, like a fugitive woman,
has its share of discontents.

NOTES

'Another repeated figure in this novel which might, incidentally, warrant
allegorical reading is inversion or reversal—the murderess becoming the doctor,
the bodies hung upside down, the reference to Narcissus, etc.

2That is to say, one cannot be deceived and know one is being deceived
at the same time. Or we might say that one can only designate treachery either
restrospectively, or if one is not a victim of that treachery.

There is also an issue here as to whether the treachery of which we speak
inheres in the contents themselves, or in the act of "creating contents." While on
the level of literal meaning, innocent children thrown into a cistern can hardly
be called "treacherous," this distinction is more difficult to be made on the
level of figural or latent meaning, as "contents" are constituted by the act of
being contained; they are contents precisely because they have undergone the act
of containment, and would seem, therefore, at least theoretically collaborative.

80ne can speak of an act as being "treacherous" without it necessarily being
deceptive, as Frankojannou's murder of her granddaughter would be a violation
of that implicit faith a child would have in a grandparent—even if the act had
not been committed deceptively, i.e. with the appearance that she was not respon-
sible. The "utter" form of treachery to which I refer here is that which both
violates a bond of faith, and does so deceptively.

4In at least one of these cases, however (Frankojannou's theft), this restitu-
tion is by way of a retributive justice that "rights wrong" by inflicting a com-
mensurate "wrong," i.e. it is not only (or not primarily) a restitution of what
has been transgressed, but, arguably, a further form of transgression.

5The kinds of epistemological desires and anxieties we are describing here
are, it seems to me, the residue of our most archaic impulses towards knowing—
that emptiness which has the power to lay hold of wo/man, for example, is as
old as the Hebrew symbolics of sin, and those hidden contents as old as the
shadows on the wall of Plato's cave. I would agree, that is to say, with a
thinker like Paul Ricoeur (whose thought influences the language of this passage)
who suggests that the most archaic of a culture's—whatever that very leaky con-
tainer might include—beliefs continue to prowl in the modern consciousness, par-
ticularly in our symbols and our rhetorical figures.

8The language of this passage is influenced by Paul de Man. See, for
example, the opening chapter of Allegories of Reading, entitled "Semiology and
Rhetoric" or the essay "The Resistance to Theory" in the collection entitled The
Resistance to Theory.
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The Notion of Millet in Mavrokordatos'
Philotheou Parerga and his Perception
of the Enlightened Ottoman Despot

by LAMBROS KAMPERIDIS

Nicholas Mavrokordatos, son of Alexander, succeeded his
father as Dragoman to the Porte in 1698.1 He kept this position
until 1709, when he was appointed hospodar of Moldavia. He
was deposed in 1710, in favor of Dirnitri Kantemir. Following
the latter's insurrection against the Ottomans and his subsequent
defection to Russia, he was reinstated to his former position in
1711. 'When the Austrians entered Bucharest, he was taken pris-
oner to Hermannstadt (Sibiu), and then to Karlsburg, where he
established contacts with the local Jesuits, who allowed him free
use of their library. During this period he completed his work
Treatise on Duties (Peri Kathikonton),2 and most probably be-
gan working on his Philotheou Parerga. Two years later, together
with his two sons, he regained his liberty. At the signing of the
Treaty of Passarowitz, between the Ottomans and the Haps-
burgs, his case was discussed at the 12th clause of the treaty,
whereby the Ottoman plenipotentiary Chelebi Mehmet Efendi
demanded his release.8 Freed from captivity he was reinstated
as Voevod to the throne of Moldavia, in March 1719.4 He
reigned until his death, in September 1730.

This brief biographical note may serve as an outline in our
discussion of Nicholas Mavrokordatos' role and contribution to
the "Tulip Era," that remarkable period in Ottoman history

LAMBROS KAMPERIDIS, Ph.D. candidate at the Universite de Montreal.
Currently completing dissertation on N. Mavrokordatos' "Peri
Kathikonton."
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that coincided with the Enlightenment period of the West (see
Bouchard 120-29, and Miller 124). We shall limit our discussion
to his work Philotheou Parerga, or "Philotheos' Sidelines."

Before we embark on our discussion, we must mention
that Nicholas was no stranger to the subtleties demanded by the
relations between East and West, and that he was indeed
fascinated by the political and cultural exchanges between the
Ottoman and the Western states. His father Alexander, who
had studied in Padua and Rome, must have introduced him to
the complexities of the issue. He was completely at ease in
both cultures, and as early as 1664, he had presented in Bologna
(see Sugar 128, 257) a thesis on the circulation of the blood,
influenced by Harvey's theories on the same subject. He had
also translated, under the patronage of the Sultan Melunet IV,
from the original Latin into Turkish, Mercator's Atlas. A num-
ber of Western renegades who had converted to Islam were
holding influential positions in the Ottoman administration, and
both Mavrokordatoi must have had some form of intellectual
and political exchanges with these former subjects of Western
states, whereby gaining a first-hand knowledge of the political
and cultural climate prevalent in the West. Some excerpts of
the Mercator's Atlas had previously appeared in the work of
the renowned scholar Katip Chelebi, also known as Haci Halife,
which had been translated with the help of Sheikh Mehmet
Ihlasi, a former French priest, who had also introduced Katip
Chelebi to the works of Ortelius and Cluverius (see Uzuncarsili
542-44). These excerpts were integrated in the second version
of his magnum opus Cihannuma (Mirror of the World) .5 Due
to the position he was holding, the Prince must have been also
acquainted with the German convert to Islam Schmid de Anhalt-
Zerbst, who under the name of Mohammed was the Ottoman
governor of Modon, and with another German renegade, who,
under the name of Hasan, had been appointed Segdan-basi, that
is, second lieutenant general to the Janissaries corps. At another
level, Dimitri Kantemir, whom we mentioned earlier, was tak-
ing Turkish language lessons from the historian and mathema-
tician Saadi Efendi, while another Turkish scholar, Nefioglu,
had taught himself Latin from a dictionary. A few years before
Nicholas' birth, the French translator of the Thousand and One
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Nights, Antoine Galland, was residing in Istanbul, and was
frequenting the entourage of the historian Hezarfen Husein
Efendi, who was also befriended by Kantemir.6 In passing, we
ought to mention that the first fire brigade in Istanbul was or-
ganized by a French renegade named David, who had taken
the name of Gercek.

The young prince must surely have been aware of these
exchanges between East and West on Ottoman soil, and he re-
ceived an education that reflected the cultural priorities of the
caste to which he belonged. The Phanariots, Greek aristocrats
who traced their lineage to the most illustrious families of
Byzantium, possessed a remarkable culture, composed of the
best elements of erudition that could be extracted from Eastern
and Western science and literature. Nicholas epitomized this
trend in his education. He was instructed in Latin by a Jesuit,
and he received his French education from De la Motraye, who
was residing at that time in Istanbul. The latter paints an ad-
mirable portrait of the young prince, praising his memory and
his intellectual curiosity. He also informs us that simultaneously
with French, he was studying Arabic, ancient Greek, and Italian.
He was also fluent in Turkish and Persian. To these, we must
add his probable knowledge of Romanian, which he must have
acquired following his prolonged stay in the provinces of Moldavia
and Walachia. This mosaic of languages and cultures is presented at
its best in Philotheou Parerga, thus reflecting the diverse ethnic
composition of the Ottoman society. To all intents and purposes, the
underlying theme of this work is to present a showcase of the Otto-
man society, comparable to the achievements—and in no way inferi-
or to the standards—of the Western states. Following the humiliat-
ing terms of the Treaty of Passarowitz, and the subsequent loss of
the Ottoman influence and possessions in the West, the Ottomans
were anxious to present a favorable picture of their society in the
Occident.

The period of Ahmet III's reign is characterized by an un-
precedented opening to the West. A manuscript of Philotheou
Parerga was offered by Mavrokordatos to the Marquis De Bonnac,
ambassador of the French Court to Constantinople. The King's
chief librarian Bignon registered the manuscript in the Library's
catalogue, accompanied by a favorable report of its contents,
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dated July 1719 (Mavrokordatos 73). At the same time, Marquis
de Bonnac discussed with Ahmet III's son-in-law, the Vizier
Damat Ibrahim Pasha, the possibility of an Ottoman diplomatic
representation in France, which would eventually be led by the
person who had negotiated Mavrokordatos' release from cap-
tivity, Yirmisekiz Chelebi Mehmet Efendi, who would thus be-
come the first Ottoman ambassador to France, in the years
1720-1721. The work of Mavrokordatos was intended to be a
sort of literary covering letter, justifying to the eyes of the
French the political expediency of such a measure. The work was
intended to be a flattering document, written by a Christian
statesman who enjoys the freedom of expression allowed by a
tolerant, beneficent monarch and an enlightened form of
government.

Mavrokordatos' presentation of the Ottoman ruler's ethos
and character is absolutely compatible with the Aufkliirang no-
tions of the enlightened despot prevalent in the West. We may
surmise that his picture of the Padishah's virtues is intended to
present him in a favorable light to his Western audience. It is
interesting to note that, while discussing the Sultan's character,
he links him with Greek ideals associated with the wise ruler,
short of presenting him as the prototype of the Platonic king-
philosopher. He emphasizes that "he has under his authority
the nation of the Greeks, glorified in antiquity, and in whose
traits still persist some indelible traces of their ancient nobility"
(78). He refers to the Sultan by the classical title of "basileus,"
and bestows on him the virtues of prudence (phronesis), polit-
ical sagacity (politike perinoia), bravery (andreia), and mag-
nanimity (megalopsychia). In one bold stroke, he compares him
to Zeus, who engendered Athena, the personification of wisdom.
In like manner, the Sultan confers wisely with his parliament,
administers justice, and "his penetrating spirit encompasses the
whole system of monarchy, which functions and is animated by
his remarkable genius" (80). In other words, he is the very
ideal of the perfect man, of "kalos leagathos," and his actions
are motivated by the four Platonic virtues of phronesis, sophro-
syne, andreia, dikaiosyne. This idealized picture of Ahmet
is quite removed from reality, since we know—perhaps not as
well as Ma.vrokordatos—that he would not hesitate to spend an
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enormous amount of money to possess a fur of black fox from
Vienna, and that he would dispatch his agents to England to
acquire a fine watch of an exquisite beauty, contrary to the as-
sertions of Mavrokordatos, who was informing his French readers
about the success of his financial reforms and his wise manage-
ment of the Treasury. He was depressive, he suffered from
long epileptic fits, he was given to all sorts of pleasures and
could not control his appetite for women, birds, tulips, and
lamps with illuminated mirrors with which he would light his
pleasure gardens at night (Efendi 21). He had changed twelve
viziers during the first fourteen years of his reign, and the ones
who would last longer would be those who would constantly
provide him with a new form of entertainment, or a gadget
from the West, to revive his spirits, mortified by an endless
series of uninterrupted pleasures.

We cannot know to what extent Mavrokordatos was suc-
cessful in changing the tone of Marquis de Bormac's reports to
his superiors concerning the Padishah's ethos. What we know for
certain is that our prince's description of the nations—millet—
composing the ethnic fabric of Ottoman society is far more ac-
curate and faithful to the historical realities of the period. The
Ottomans inherited from the Byzantines their basic notions of
ethnicity. In the Hellenistic period, the term "ethnikos" was
used by the Jews to designate all non-Jew "nationals" or gen-
tiles. It was primarily a religious designation. The Byzantines
inherited this almost derogatory meaning of the term "ethnikos,"
and they designated as "ethni" all non-Christian "nationals." A
Byzantine Roman subject was by definition an Orthodox Chris-
tian. In this sense, we may infer that Byzantium remained a
supra-ethnic state. The notion of ethnos was taken up by the
Ottomans, who designated as nations, ethni, or millet, all their
subjects who belonged to a different religion. Thus, the Chris-
tians constituted a millet, as well as the Jews and the Moslems.
In theory, they all had the same rights, guaranteed by their in-
clusion in one of the three millets. Each millet had its religious
head, and all millets had as their head the sovereign ruler of
the Ottoman Empire, the Sultan. As the rights of the Christian
minorities of the Ottoman Empire began to be discussed in the
West, Mavrokordatos wished to impart to his work a measure
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of the Ottoman understanding of nation. The book presents
Philotheos and his friends promenading in At-Meydan, the Byz-
antine Hippodrome, the focal point of the city, with which his
Western readers might have been familiar, amidst a curious
multitude of people and races. Observing the passers-by with
increasing curiosity, they perceive three men dressed in Persian
style, conversing in low tones and walking hurriedly. Intrigued
by this spectacle, they follow them. Wishing to make their
acquaintance and perceiving that they are conversing in Italian—
which intrigues them even more—they address them in the same
language, with courteous salutations. Taken by surprise, they
return their salutations in Persian, with voices betraying anxiety.
However, as soon as the three men are convinced that their
pursuers are Greek 'Christians, born and raised in Constantinople,
they change their reserved attitude and they shower them with
questions: is the reigning monarch in the country? What is the
nature of his character, what is his disposition towards the
neighboring peoples, what form of religion is practiced in the
country?

We may note that these are the kind of legitimate questions
that any foreigner or Western reader might have concerning
Ottoman society. We may also note the author's calculated
manipulation of the reader. Bearing in mind that the work is
intended for a Western public, his ingenuity in suggesting his
identification with the three camouflaged strangers is remarka-
ble. At first, they are full of apprehension and extremely
afraid, as any prejudiced Western visitor might well be. How-
ever, their fears are immediately assuaged by their unexpected
meeting with the Greeks, who are a living proof that Christians
may walk safely and freely in a Muslim city. To this interesting
company of Christians is added one of Philotheos' acquaintances
"who practice the religion of the Turks, adopting Turkish dress
and name, but preserving in secret the religion of their fore-
fathers.... The newcomer is from Smyrna, and possesses a
Greek, as well as a foreign culture" (82). Undoubtedly we are
dealing with a Crypto-Christian, who is leading them to a garden,
magnificently set in a delightful part of the city, commanding
breathtaking views, and filled with exotic flowers. True to the
Tulip Era craze of flowers and pastoral scenes, the author de-
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votes several pages to the description of the garden, noting the
Sultan's infatuation with gardens. At this point he deviates
from his narrative, to present to his Western readers the true
nature of Turkish refinement and civilization. It is in passages
of this scope that we may base our hypothesis that the book
had been written to dispel deeply rooted misconceptions con-
cerning the Turks, which must had been widespread in the West,
thereby tarnishing the image of Ottoman civilization, and which
the author wishes to correct.' His opening remarks are quite
straight-forward: "Having reached this point in our narrative,
we must here denounce the erroneous opinion of those who
suppose that the Ottoman nation is foreign to all sense of re-
finement and nobility." And to our surprise, he adds that the
Ottomans are the true heirs of the ancient Greek spirit; however,
due to unfortunate circumstances, they have been led astray by
false and crooked Arabic influences, to hold superstitious be-
liefs, to practice alchemy, and indulge in Platonic mysticism
(Mavrokordatos 86).

Resuming his narrative, he tackles the question of the
Jewish and Armenian subjects of the empire. It is quite significant
•that he places the issue in a broader, almost international per-
spective, hinting at the hypothesis of Western reaction to the
same question. We are surprised with the political overtones
of his style, which suggest a statesman's acumen, unusually
perspicacious, which may partially explain the esteem that the
Phanariots enjoyed in the Ottoman administration. "If you main-
tain that a discourse between friends does not carry any risks,
at least it would not escape from your attention, that over a long
period of time, the external as well as the internal policies of
the monarchies, is subject to several modifications, thus rendering
judgment on any given subject quite difficult." To make a long
story short, the Ottoman Empire's position regarding the state
of affairs with its neighboring Christian states is more or less
the following: "it cares less about the Venetians and the Poles,
hates the Russians—Moschous--loves the French, the English—
Brettanous—and the Dutch—Belges—and calls the Germans brave
men." And he adds what is extremely significant for his and the
Ottomans' understanding of the notion of millet: "Concerning
the cult rendered to the divinity, the Ottoman nation holds the
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view that it is allowed to everyone to honour the religion which
nourished him at the same time with his mother's milk." He
then raises quite diplomatically the sore point of the Jews'
treatment by the Western powers, by mentioning the Spanish
expulsion of the Jews and the Spaniards' religious intolerance,
epitomized by the Inquisition. He concludes the discussion on
the treatment of the Jews by adding that the Ottomans' wel-
come of the Jews "excited to a greater degree the hatred of the
Ottomans" by the Western powers (100). As for the Armenians,
the West attempted their conversion to Catholicism, through
Jesuit missionaries who established themselves in Asia Minor,
thus interfering in the internal affairs of the Ottomans. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that Mavrokordatos mentions the
misfortunes that befell Cyprus as a result of the bad administra-
tion of the island by the Ottomans, which led to the insurrection
of Mehmet Aga Boyacioglu, between 1670 and 1680! Cornelius,
a Cypriot refugee, is given ample space to relate his misfor-
tunes and the dispersion of his family as a consequence of the
upheaval.

Finally, he concludes the portrait of the nations composing
the empire with the presentation of a Greek. The company visits
the house of an Italian, who has recently arrived from Europe,
and who is expecting to be taken around the city by a member
of Philotheos' company. On their way, they board the boat of
a Turkish ferryman who carries them across to the opposite shore,
employing his time to give a brief exposé of a popular under-
standing of Islam, explaining, again for the benefit of the
Western reader, his marriage to several women and his scant
knowledge of reading—he knows just enough letters to be able
to sing praises to Allah, judging that to know more can lead
to impiety. He explains that he works four days a week and
rests on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays—that is on the holy
days of Muslims, Jews, and Christians—because, in his own words,
"who can maintain with certainty which faith is preferable to
Allah?" (114). They reach the Italian's house, but they are in-
formed by a servant that his master has gone out to visit a Greek
scholar. They arrive at the Greek's house, and beside the Italian,
they meet an Englishman—Brettanos—and a French—Keltos—
recently arrived from Poland. They find themselves in a cosy
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room, with its walls lined with books and elegant furniture. After
a routine exchange of civilities, they follow the Greek's dis-
course, which had been interrupted by their arrival:

The unfortunate Constantinople, having lost the empire,
had also been dispossessed of its treasures of learning.
Most of its scholars, fleeing the terror of the Ottomans,
abandoned the city and went to Italy. There, they watered
its dry land with the springs of learning and they
taught Plato and Aristotle to speak in Latin. However,
Greece did not remain bereft of her illustrious scholars
for long. Remarkable men of learning began to arrive
from Rome and Padua and gave back to their land the
wisdom of the West as well as the Greek wisdom of
old. Even to our day, some of them are still pursuing
literary activities and read by day and night not only
the works written by Greeks, but also those of Latin,
Arab, Persian, Italian, and French authors, written in
their respective languages. (116)

He then goes on to give an expose of Christianity's place amidst
all this secular literature, paying his respects to the multitude
of martyrs and other devout men who preserved the faith, with
no thought of sparing their own lives; the remembrance of their
works of love and charity consumes his heart with the fire of
divine love. He then discusses some of Plato's works, notably
Phaedo, the Republic, and the Laws—the statesman's compen-
dium—Homer, Aristotle, declares his fascination with "Les
Maximes Morales" of La Rochefoucauld, criticizes the crude
"Florentine"—Machiavelli—brings the discussion back to Aristotle
and Demosthenes, Cicero, Pindar, Herodotus, Thucydides, Eu-
ripides, Xenophon, Longinus, Diogenes Laertius, Plutarch, Cor-
nelius Nepos, and concludes with an encomium of Bacon, whom
he admires for his intelligence, wisdom, erudition, critical judg-
ment, his dissection of nature, his political sagacity, and his
common-sense interpretation of morality, manifesting the Phana-
riot's admiration, and perhaps emulation, of the ideal states-
man-philosopher (126). To this illustrious gallery of philoso-
phers who also excelled in public life, he adds a long discussion
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on the merits of Thales and Solon, especially dwelling on the
political career of Thales in a foreign land, thus allowing us
profound insights on his perception of the role played by the
Phanariots in Romania—a foreign land—and their contribution
to the improvement of the political and cultural life of the empire.

Although the work seems to have been written in a
haphazard way, interspersed as it is with half-finished dialogues,
unidentified speakers, incomplete discourses, lengthy descrip-
tions, international nuances, and allusions, the effect that it
managed to produce on the mind of the Western reader must
have been of lasting significance. At a period when nationalism
was on the rise in the West, and at a critical moment in European
history, when a newly emerging national consciousness would
help to define the contemporary boundaries of the European
nations, Mavrokordatos presents the amalgam of millets that
puzzle the West, and the religious tolerance enjoyed by the
various nations within the Ottoman empire. He links this to the
magnanimous and beneficent nature of his monarch, who looks
after the welfare of all his subjects. Moreover, the treatise is
written by a heterodox subject, a Greek scholar who enjoys
the privileges dispensed to members of a Christian political elite
in a Muslim state, thus rendering the work more acceptable among
his influential Christian homologues of the European powers.

The millet model was far from being perfect; there is no
word concerning persecutions, and the discussion of the Ar-
menians' condition, together with the apologetic tone regarding
their association with the Jesuits, might have been intended to
mask the mass execution of the Armenian martyr Der Gomidas
and his followers in 1707, the details of which must had been
known to a statesman of Mavrokordatos' stature.' In our
own age, we have seen to what incredible degree the idea of
millet is prone to misinterpretation. A vestige of this perception,
resulting from the religious and not the ethnic definition of a
nation, was practiced until March 1991 in Turkey. Until very
recently, in the modern republic of Turkey, it imposed upon
the Kurds the same status that they enjoyed under Ottoman ad-
ministration. A separate ethnic status and the Kurdish language
could not be assigned to them as their inalienable right, on the
basis that they were sharing the same religion with the Turks.
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The same Ottoman ideology of millet is equally applied by the
modern Turkish state to the Greek Muslim citizens of Mace-
donian origin in Thrace. Another instance of the shortcomings
of the millet ideology has resulted in the alienation of the Greeks
of Istanbul from their co-nationals in Greece. The former are
still defined as Rum, whereas the Greeks of the modern Greek
nation are defined as if we have to do with two racially distinct
ethnicities. On the basis of this argument, the same may hold true
for the Turks themselves, who may have to re-define the Khazars,
in their history books, as a different ethnos-millet, on the basis
of their Jewish faith, notwithstanding their Turkish ethnicity.

Mavrokordatos could not have been concerned with the
complexities arising from these issues, as his intent was to paint
a harmonious and favorable, and at times apologetic, picture of
the ethnic policies of his monarch, presenting thus the full ad-
vantages of a powerful alliance between the tolerant Sultan who
knew how to manage well all these ethnic diversities, and the
enlightened sovereigns of the West, who still had to grapple
with the ethnic fragmentation of their empires.

NOTES

'For details on Mavrokordatos' life I am indebted to the works of Jacques
Bouchard. I have used his recent, definitive edition of Philotheou Parerga, which
appeared with a French translation under the title Les Loistirs de Phi/obis.

2Leipzig, 1722. A new edition of this work is prepared by the author of
this article.

3See Let Lohirs 25; also Noradounghian 211-12.
4Although the terms dome, voevod, and hospodar are commonly used in-

terchangeably, a distinction must be made between dome and voevod, who were
elected locally in Moldavia and Walachia, before the imposition of Ottoman
rule, and horpodar, who was not elected, but appointed as ruler of the Romanian
vassals of the Sultan, like a beykrbeyi. For an interesting discussion, see
Sugar 134.

5See Adivar 120-27. The author is somewhat critical of Alexander Mavro-
kordatos' negligence to translate his thesis on Harvey's theory on the circulation
of the blood into Turkish (162). However, when he discusses Katip C.helebi's
work on Mercator's Atlas, he fails to mention that this work had been trans-
lated by A. Mavrokordatos from Latin into Turkish (126).

6His impressions from this visit are related in Ganand.
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TA good measure of these Wes ?ernes can be found in the contemporary
work of Montesquieu, Lames PerMIOS (66).

8Cf. Hill 71-73.
eCf. Aime-Martin 29, letter of Pere Tarillon dated 4 March 1714.
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George Theotokas' Free Spirit:
Reconfiguring Greece's Path
towards Modernity?

by MARTHA KLIRONOMOS

In the aftermath of the Greco-Turkish War (1920-1922),
Greek intellectuals in the 1920s and 1930s were faced with new
spatial and cultural parameters within which to redefine the
nation and Hellenism, its idealized self-projection. With the
defeat in Asia Minor came the rupture of Greece's irredentist
designs and the demise of a formidable symbol of Hellenism—
the Great Idea, the philosophical, religious, and political vision
that posited the nation or the ethnos as the reinstatement of the
Byzantine Empire. While new geographical boundaries were being
imposed on the definition of the ethnos, intellectuals also pon-
dered the question of Greece's new status as a nation on Europe's
periphery. Political power could no longer be realized in the
form of territorial expansion, and the realm of "culture," espe-
cially within the areas of the literary arts and education, assumed
a greater significance for the Greek intellectuals in the interwar
period as they defined new vistas for the modernization' and
relevance of their indigenous contemporary thought within the
broader context of European intellectual advancement.

Just such a preoccupation with the providential role of
culture underlies the work of George Theotokas. In 1929, under
the pseudonym Orestes Digenis, Theotokas publishes Free Spirit,
a text which deals with the problems of intellectual production

MARTHA KLIRONOMOS, Ph.D. candidate in English at The Ohio State
University. Currently completing dissertation on Hellenism and
Nationalism in American, Irish, and Greek modernisms.
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in Greece. The nation, he cla  ims, is in the midst of an intel-
lectual "crisis" caused by institutional and historical factors that
have generated the various facets of ideological militarism—
partisan, ethnocentric, and provincial—born of native thought
and imported from abroad. Such dogmatism has prevented the
Greek intellectual from participating in the surge of contem-
porary European creative experimentation, discussion, and scholar-
ship. In a scathing critique of the Greeks' inability to demon-
strate any sense of intellectual autonomy, he writes:

Intellectual Greece ... is like a sick patient for whom
doctors have prescribed a myriad of treatments; these
prescriptions, however, have precluded a more "natural"
regimen for intellectual development: the sun, the clean
air, a healthy diet. We have forgotten in Greece that
these natural remedies are not the oppressive armour
of arid, restrictive, and implacable epistemology. ... but
rather freedom of thought, wide horizons ... and lib-
erality of the spirit. (11)2

Theotokas' regimen of exercising the "free spirit," which
he claims will liberate the Greek intelligentsia from the stasis in
its productivity, fits into his overall proposal of promoting an
indigenous program of culture that will enable Greece not only
to align itself with Europe, but also to determine its own course
of development. The aim of this paper then is twofold: first, to use
Theotokas' text as a point of departure to explore the status,
orientation, and problems of cultural production faced by the
Greek intellectual in the interwar period; second, to consider
Theotokas' proposal for culture by reflecting on the implica-
tions of his vision for the integration of Greek culture into that
of Europe.

Free spirit appears at a crossroads in Greece's social his-
tory when intellectuals have already begun to move away from
questions related to the language issue3 and to lean more to-
wards the nation's new political and socio-economic realities,
particularly those that had resulted from Greece's defeat in Asia
Minor and the subsequent exchange of minorities between Greece
and Turkey. As it grappled with the stresses of economic hard-
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ship and assimilated over a million and a half refugees, the
nation emerged geographically more contained and ethnically
more homogeneous.' Theotokas situates the problem of the con-
temporary intellectual5 within these developments and comments
on the psychological defeatism that clouded over the nation's
psyche for the better part of the 1920s: "In 1922 (our intel-
lectual leaders) ceased to have confidence in Greece.... The
catastrophe drowned every trace of idealism" (63). What was
needed now was faith in a new idealism, but he objected to the
prevailing alternative ideologies, especially the dominance of
the nationalist and the expansion of the Marxist, which grew
out of the discontent with Greece's new socioeconomic disparities.
In Free Spirit, Theotokas specifically attacks the ideological
dogmatism marking the simplistic analyses that shape nationalist
and Marxist discussions on questions such as the national ethos,
traddition, art, and criticism (13ff).6 Like other Greek "liberal"7
intellectuals, such as Yannis Oikonomidis and Spiros Melas (with
whom he collaborated in the periodical Idea), Theotokas pro-
moted his own brand of idealism. In arguing about conceptual
problems, for example, he framed the problem of autonomy!'
His stand differs from that of figures from the previous decade
like Yannis Skleros who argued more about "substantive" prob-
lems like the development of the bourgeois class (Tziovas,
Transformation 55ff; Mouzelis 134).6

Theotokas maintains that the nation is in the midst of
an intellectual crisis not only because of the impasse brought
about by these competing nationalist and socialist ideologies,
but also because of the parochialism that grew out of precedents
set in Greek education in the nineteenth century. Arguing from
a liberal Westernizer's point of view, he describes post-World
War I Greece as "a small and stubborn provincial society, closed
unto itself.... The only anxiety Greece had," he contends, "was
the language issue. The only intellectual source for shaping
public opinion was the newspaper" (61). He complains that
there has been inadequate intellectual development because of
limitations within the education system. Greek educators, locked
into the sclerosis of their narrow specializations and outdated
pedagogical methodologies—specific to the humanistic classical
education curriculum—are unable to respond to the sweeping socio-
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economic changes of the time. "Our teachers," he notes, "... who
had devoted their lives to the study of ancient grammar, Roman
law, Byzantine history, and the demotic song were met with
tumultuous changes in our time, the abrupt shift in morals, the
radical political and economic upheavals, [and) the class strug-
gle ..." (61-62).

The problems brought about by Greek education were
compounded by the incongruities caused by the importation and
dissemination of ideas by those within the bourgeois and peasant
classes who were educated in Europe. The main crux of Theo-
tokas' argument revolves around the question of how "success-
fully" these individuals have integrated these foreign ideas. In
his view, they apparently fail in their application of various
alien prototypes to Greek political and cultural realities; their
efforts amount to little more than facile imitation. Those Ger-
man, French, and English schooled intellectuals, he asserts,
were dazzled by the genius of the West, losing their critical

faculties; they admired, without any objection, whatever was
offered to them in the Western university. They never managed
to liberate their individuality and develop their own initiative"
(7). His criticism of the evidently outmoded and flawed con-
dition of Greek education accords with the efforts toward edu-
cational reform and modernization in the first two decades
of the twentieth century by liberal politicians, like Eleftherios
Venizelos, and conservative demoticists, like Markos Tsirimokos,
who envisioned a utopic "new society" and a system of free
liberty and individualism (Frangoudaki 50-51). Tsirimokos
writes: "The education of the nation ... must be rectified in such
a way so as to render the nation as worthy of its political free-
dom and to feel as a necessity the freedom of the individual and
of thought" (Frangoudakis 54). Such liveral social and educa-
tional reformist claims, however, present squarely the incom-
patibility of applying Western notions of individualism to the
Greek culture, which is marked by an essentially collective con-
sciousness, as Adamantia Pollis and Constantine Tsoucalas
("Enlightened") have rightly pointed out.

Theotokas argues for the advancement of Greek culture
not only through educational reform but also through the stimu-
lation of creative activity. Despite his aversion to the Greeks'
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dependency on European prototypes, he holds Europe as the
model by which to critique the lack of cultural innovation in
Greece. In comparison with the West, which is experiencing a
surplus of intellectual thought, he argues that the Greek in-
tellectual suffers from his virtual absence in the realms of the
arts, in philosophical thought, and in the public eye." In light
of these supposed deficiencies, he concludes: "We don't have
a great national culture (paideia) in our nation.... We main-
tain •the nation but we don't have capable individuals to cul-
tivate it" (60). In his ultimate pronouncement, he claims that
no Greek intellectual has exported any semblance of viable in-
fluence abroad:

... In the creative ferment taking shape in contem-
porary Europe [let us ask] what position does Greece
hold? What contribution have we made to the great
strides taking place around us? Absolutely nothing! As
soon as we cross our borders, we painfully acknowledge
that we represent nothing, that no one outside takes us
seriously, that, in the eyes of foreign nations, we are
merely money mongrels, fishing magnates, and small-
time entrepreneurs and nothing more. Once we tire of
wandering aimlessly into European civilization, at some
point, we return back home with a heavy heart.
'Where, then, are the Greeks? We searched everywhere
and could not find them (10).

While in Free spirit, he does not offer a concrete plan for
Greece's contribution to the rest of Europe, in later texts,
Theotokas provides a provisional answer. He builds upon a
notion that others in the so-called "Generation of the 1930s,"
like George Seferis, go on to develop: the idea that an in-
digenously produced Greek Hellenism, to be differentiated from
Western European Hellenism, will be given the role of lead-
ing Europe to a higher plane of intellectual and spiritual guidance.
In Confronting the Social Problem, Theotokas provides his own
definition of the ethnos upon which he bases his providential
role for Hellenism. "The ethnos," he asserts, "is fundamentally
an intellectual reality, a common wealth of ideas, feelings and
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a spiritual frame of mind" (35). While it is certainly grounded
in the geopolitical nation-state, which he defines as "a material
and collective reality, determined by particular racial, political,
economic, climatic, and geographical conditions" (35), it is also
through a myriad of cultural markers he designates, including
the nation's language, collective memory, traditions, common
desires, glories, and dispositions towards philosophical thought,
art, and morality, that the notion of Hellenism can be truly
grasped (35). He points out, however, that the ultimate ex-
pression of Hellenism, in the form of a "neo-humanism" in
Modern Greek art and thought and based on a "national con-
sciousness" is still in the process of materializing (36). When it
finally does emerge, Europe, in coping with its contemporary
anxieties and crises, he suggests, will "rediscover itself in logic,
in measure, in harmony, in intellectual and moral order, [and)
in the health of the spirit" (59). To make Greek culture re-
ceptive to the Europeans, he emphasizes in this previous state-
ment values and ideals readily associated with classical Hellas,
while the contribution of Greek values innately "modern" re-
mains nebulous.

What historical precedents legitimate Theotokas' position
as an intellectual and give him the authority to make such claims
and prescriptions for Greek culture? Firstly, Theotokas' preoc-
cupation with the advancement of Greece's intellectual, profes-
sional and cultural contribution to the rest of Europe opens up
the problem of the asymmetrical comparison between the de-
velopment of the Greek and the European cultures, a problem
common to most nations on Europe's periphery. The incongruity
stems from the example set in the Enlightenment in the origins
of the Greek nationalist movement when the diaspora cosmo-
politan intelligentsia in Europe" encouraged the transformation
of the culture of Ottoman Greece along the lines of absorbing
liberal humanist European intellectual and political ideas. In
particular, Theotokas' argument recalls that of Adamantios
Korais, a scholar of the Greek diaspora who advocated Greek
independence from the Ottomans, in its mission to advance the
cause of the "nation" by inspiring the Greeks to produce cultural
monuments that would entice the humanist European imagina-
tion and taste—often through the appropriation of the classical
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tradition, which both the Greeks and Europeans claim and regard
as the supreme mode1.2'

The influence of Western ideals continued well after the
creation of the state. Through the initiative of the Westernized
intellectuals, there was a continual attempt in the nineteenth cen-
tury to invest and consolidate a national self-definition in which
the idealized identity, or "Greekness," played a crucial role. For
all facets of culture and education, race became the foundation
upon which the construction of the ideological and cultural con-
tinuity of modern Greece in relation to classical Hellas was based
(Tsoucalas, "Some Aespects" 112). Prescriptions for this con-
struction inevitably were derived from the discourse of Western
philhellenism. The problem, however, is that most Greek Western-
ized intellectuals were locked into subscribing to a static concep-
tion of Greece based on antiquated prototypes with little at-
tention paid to the dichotomies that existed in the cultural and
social realities in Greece at hand. Westernized Greek intellectuals
reproduced the European paradigm in their dual representation
of Greece as Europe's ancient cultural "self" and its contem-
porary cultural "other.' In positing Western cultural advance-
ment as an ideal, they often made value-laden judgments on the
apparent "inadequacies" in contemporary Greek culture, an at-
titude still very much alive a century later in Theotokas' critique
of the insufficiencies in •Greek intellectual thought and in the
lack of its influence abroad?'

We can frame Theotokas' position as an intellectual within
the realm of culture, especially national culture, which became
the space in which the Greeks advanced in their social, political
and moral education. Since the time of Korais, it had always been
the role of the intellectual to create and invent such advance-
ment, often articulated in the form of critique. With the creation
of the nation/state, under the impulses of nationalist ideology,
the critical stance then ascribed to culture a "regulatory" role: it
comprised and supported the political regulations of civil society
and the state.'5 Within this framework, the intellectual in Greece
functions much like the critical humanist in post-Enlightenment
Europe, one who encourages the progress of the nation's cul-
tural production along the same lines as that of the dominant
political (nationalist) ideology. Paul Bove explains the special
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role of the intellectual within the "humanistic conception of
culture":

this group of culture-producers supports the political-
legal structure of a given society by acting as agents
for the material distribution of the hegemonic culture
throughout society. Scholarly, critical, and literary texts
are always positioned in relation to this social and
discursive cultural apparatus and so are the material
and political acts whether consciously thought of as
such or not. Generally, the distributive role of such
"traditional" intellectuals, as Gramsci might call them,
can be summarized as educating the population in the
invaluable experience of the past as they are preserved
in a canon whose "meaning" is tended by these ...
humanists. (254)

But herein the similarity between the power of the Greek
and European intellectuals ends due to differences within the
development of each respective public sphere and its impact
on the role of literature and the status of the intellectual par-
ticularly within the last two centuries. A complete description
of the formation and evolution of the bourgeois public spheres
in each case cannot be attempted here; for my purposes, I will
restrict myself to a few basic points. According to Jurgen
Habermas, the Western bourgeois public sphere as it had de-
veloped in England in the late seventeenth century and in France
and Germany in the eighteenth century was the space between
civil society and the state apparatus in which men of letters,
the prototypes of modern intellectuals, fused into a public body
of private citizens to generate opinion in the form of critical
debate as a way in which to exercise social and political control
over the practices of the absolutist state. European intellectuals
deliberated and generated consensus in a network of institutions
and public sites such as the press, education, literary salons,
coteries, cafes, and journals. Within this public sphere, intel-
lectuals engaged in the political criticism of absolutism, in the
form of literary discourse, wherein they manifested moral and
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political self-consciousness (Habermas; Hohendahl 25-26, 46ff;
Bauman 25-26, 34).

By the late nineteenth century and into the twentieth cen-
tury, with the transformation of the public sphere into the private
sphere, and with the development of civil society and capitalist
modernization, the conditions which determined literary produc-
tion and upheld the power of the intellectual ultimately changed.
Within the sprede of literary discourse, the functions of criticism
and entertainment fissured, and literature assumed the form of
a consumer product as it became independent from the social
praxis (Habermas 162ff; Hohenda.h1 26), As Habermas explains,
critical debate now took on an important "social-psychological"
function, "especially that of a tranquilizing substitute for action;
however, it increasingly loses its publicit function" (164). In
this way, the changing status of literature, along with the rise
of professionalism, contributed to the gradual limitation of the
political leverage of the developmnts of the intellectual within
the private sphere. These social, economic, and political develop-
ments, moreover, highlighted the complexities, or even contradic-
tions, which had emerged within bourgeois ideology: while on
the one hand, the role of the intellectual was restricted merely
to that of the expert within a specialized field, on the other,
despite his politica lorientation or efforts to counter this status,
he often became a participant within the political status quo,
due to the position he had been designated by the evolving socio-
political structure (Larson xff; Lunn 42)."

The public role of the intellectual in Greece had under-
gone a separate development from that of the West. In con-
trast to the European model of the bourgeois public sphere, there
has not been an equivalent transformation of the smaller-scale
and egalitarian institutions and ideologies (Tsoucalas, "On the
Problem" 12). The limited development of industrialization,
moreover, was frustrated by other institutional forces which re-
sulted in the "over-education" of the emerging bourgeois urban
class (Tsoucalas, "Some Aspects" 121). These and other con-
tributing factors, such as •that of the overpoliticization" of the
Greek citizen (Tsoucalas, "On the Problem" 10-11), help ex-
plain why the tradition of active participation of the Greek intel-
lectual bourgeois subject in the mid-nineteenth century was still
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intact well into the twentieth century as he continued to fulfill
his public function and took advantage of institutional sites in the
public sphere, like education, the mass media, and literary socie-
ties, to debate issues of cultural and political interest. In par-
ticular, a place was set and preserved for the active political
role of the intellectual within the national sphere. The most
notable examples are those of the purist and demoticist intel-
lectuals who debated the question of Greece's national identity
and vied for the control of institutional sites to empower their
agendas, as Dimitris Tziovas (1988) and Greogry jusdanis
have shown? Intellectuals in Greece today continue to enjoy
their public political status. Hailing from various professions,
they voice opinions in public sites about subjects often outside
of their specialized domain.18

With the example of Theotokas, and his other Greek con-
temporaries, luike George Seferis and Odysseus Elytis, we see
that their positions as both public and literary intellectuals re-
main intact and that critical debate continues to partake in the
social praxis, even if this function shows signs of weakening.
This is discerned particularly in the politicized demoticist agenda
that underlies their new vistas for Hellenism in their literary
criticism, where the political and the aesthetic realms continue to
overlap much like those in nineteenth-century German literary
criticism (Hohendahl 122; jusdanis 138) . Their positions markedly
contrast with those of their Western counterparts who, like the
Anglo-American modernists T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, tried
fervently to repoliticize and resurrect the tradition of the En-
lightenment man of knowledge only to find that they could not
counter the change in the function of the intellectual in the
sociopolitical order that had taken shape in the last century
and a half: their role remained in check (Bauman 23).

While Seferis and Elytis are credited with defining new
vistas for Hellenism within indigenous traditions, Theotokas
has been associated with garnering the Western ideal; but his
vision for Greek culture, nevertheless, continues to manifest the
incompatibilities of linking Greece with the West borne in
Enlightenment thought. In Free Spirit, he renders Greek culture
dependent on European prescriptions for its definition and de-
velopment. This is discerned in his idealized representation of
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Greece within the broader context of Europe in the opening
section of the text. Theotokas, inviting the reader to take a
walk through Europe, imagines for formation of each nation-
state as a cultivation of different flowers, those signifying the
essential identity of each nation and its individual expression of
cultural difference:1°

Europe is like a garden which assembles the most dif-
ferent types of flowers, the most incompatible colors.
Each time we pass the borders of a European nation,
we feel that everything around us, not only the language
and the social foundations, but also the air which we
breathe, the essence of the earth which we tread upon,
and the character of the people we encounter ... [has)
a distinct physiognomy. (5)

Just as each nation preserves its inherent cultural and physical
characteristics, so do the individual European societies with
their local internal differences, which Theotokas presents in a
similar vein: "Europe," he writes, "is a cluster of infinite opposi-
tions" (5). Switching to a transcendant perspective, he describes
the parts of Europe as constituting a dialectic of individual
local and national differences that ultimately adhere to a single
totality: "We feel suddenly the harmony of the whole.... The
infinite oppositions fuse into a higher synthesis" (6). Such
a view has its roots in European ideology, which represented the
collective European identity transcendentally as manifested in
the specific characteristics of its individual nationalities. Michael
Terzfeld explains the paradoxes that underlie this position:

The European ideology portrayed the internal disunity
of the European peoples as a transcendental unity,
their political divisions as a sign of robust health, and
their squabbles as the free expression of individuality
refined through constant competition. This stance was
fundamental to the emergence of the European nation-
state ... [and) representation of cultural difference in-
ternal to European societies, reducing ... local variation
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to epiphenomena of a transcendant sameness (Anthro-
pology 77-78).

For Theotokas, what binds the geopolitical formation of
this self-contained European order is an adherence to a common
cultural heritage. In the following lines, he moves from a united
European geopolitical order to that of culture. The foundations
of this cultural order stem from the Enlightenment model with
its emphasis on the humanist educational tradition and its privileg-
ing of Greco-Roman civilization, as it has developed from the
Renaissance:

Above the local differences of the European nations,
there is a common intellectual and ethical life, a com-
mon European education. We see that each European
nation searches inside of itself for truths that are not
national but universal, not recent but eternal. Each one
strives to surpass its particular physiognomy and essence
to discover within itself—Man.... This was the experi-
ence of the Renaissance." (9)

Within this framework, Theotokas presents Greece as search-
ing for her own tradition, which he implies can be found by
gaining access into the European order he has just outlined. To
align itself into the European totality, however, Greece must
"find its road" and "shed its Byzantine and Balkan tradi-
tions" (6), following the example of other European nations
that have assimilated into European totality: "The nation that
opens the road works for the whole and the whole immediately
absorbs its new additions" (9). Greece can assimilate by claim-
ing the same cultural foundations as does Europe. The basis
of the Greek nation, he implies, is that it also shares in the
heritage of the other European nations: Greek and Roman in
its legal code, Christian, but not exclusively Orthodox, in its
religion, Enlightened in the belief in "liberty" and the "progress"
of its nation and culture.

The problem with Greece's assimilating the Enlightenment
cultural model, however, is that it obliterates any semblance of
the complexity that underlies Greece's history with the West."
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Clearly suppressing these and other historical circumstances that
have shaped the evolution of Greece's culture, such as "Eastern"
influences assimilated during the Ottoman period, Theotokas
idealizes only Greece's "Western" affinities and the Western
canon. In taking the position that Greece, too, is a part of
Europe's cultural mosaic and in adamantly rejecting the past
"Romeic" tradition, including the indigenous demotic, Byzan-
tine, and folkloric traditions, Theotokas discounts the very focal
points that had served in the fabrication of a Greek national
identity for a strand of intellectuals in the nineteenth century.'
In promoting the view that Greece comprises an integral part of
that cultural and geographical totality he defines as "Europe,"
he also reopens the irreconcilable tension between the Western-
ized intelligentsia's importation of philhellenism and the already
existing local cultural traditions.

Theotokas' adoption of the Enlightenment model of European
civilization for Greece shows to be extremely relevant with current
discussions on the construction of an appropriate cultural model
that would promote a "European consciousness" in support of
the eventual unification of the European Economic Community.
There is a concerted effort since 1988 to create a common
European cultural program to complement the proposed political
and economic unification, which includes coining a common
heritage, the development of the culture industry, and the re-
alignment of the educational system. In recognition of the regula-
tive role of culture in the process of inventing a new contemporary
European imaginary, the Committee of the European Com-
munity made the following statement in January, 1988: "The
Committee acknowledges that the undertaking of community
activity on the cultural level consists of a political need and an
economic demand oriented towards both the unification of the
Internal Market and of the progress of European citizens to-
wards European unity" (in Kassos 32). Greek critics have
noted that efforts to define this new European consciousness,
however, have not been undertaken by European intellectuals—
for reasons which are not entirely clear; instead, politicians and
technocrats have assumed the initiative, as they define Europe
collectively in terms of sharing a common intellectual, legal and
religious heritage (Kassos 32; Tsionorema 48). For example,
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note the definition used officially by Mr. M. Mourik, the Nether-
lands Ambassador for International Cultural Cooperation:

What determines and characterizes European cul-
ture ? . .. Europe is formed by the ... community of na-
tions which are largely characterised by the inherited
civilisation whose most important sources are: the Judeo-
Christian religion, the Greek-Hellenistic ideas in the
fields of government, philosophy, arts and science, and
finally the Roman views concerning law. (in Pieterse 3)

What such a definition demonstrates to us is exactly what
we have found to be deficient in the Enlightenment model Theo-
tokas presents to Greece. It tries to modernize by way of sub-
scribing to an antiquated Western model. As Jan Nederveen
Pieterse notes, such a representation of Europe is misleading and
inaccurate in that it bypasses; the contribution of European re-
gional cultures and subcultures; it privileges high culture over
popular culture, it defines Europe exclusively in terms of its past
"inherited civilisation" and ignores Europe's contemporary multi-
cultural realities (4). In this final analysis, such a view discounts
the complexities and tensions that have composed European his-
tory. As one observer puts it:

Europe enjoys a heterogenous cultural heritage nourished
by competing ideas and antagonistic theories. Europe
does not have, and has not had, a hegemonic centre.
It has always been polycentrically divided into rival
metropoles, each with its own specific political, economic
and cultural attractiveness. (Jacobi 26)

What might such a vision mean for the marginal countries
of Europe? Will it confine them to simply viewing themselves
as merely an extension of Europe and destine them to remain
in the position of being Europe's disenfranchised and cultural
"others"? The example of Theotakas has shown us the problem
with subscribing to a past, static, and integrationist Western
heritage to encourage the course of a marginalized Nation's road
towards modernization. It seems then that it is up to the intel-
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lectual of the European periphery, since he or she still has the
leverage, to voice an alternative course for modernization pref-
erably in the evolving sphere of mass culture where there is
still room for debate, negotiation, and the assertion of political
power.

NOTES

For an illuminating theoretical analysis of the notion of "territory" in
Modern Greek intellectual discussions, see Artemis Leontis, "Minor Fields, Major
Territories, Dilemmas in Modernizing Hellenism," Journal of Modern Greek
Studies 8 (1), 1990, pp. 35-63. A study which examines the question of national
culture and the implications of belated modernization in the case of Greece, a
marginal European country, is Gregory Jusdanis' Belated Modernity and Aesthetic
Culture. His study focuses on literature's role in the construction of the "nation,"
its establishment as an institution, and its aestheticization as a "compensatory
form."

2All translations from Greek, including those of Theotokas essays Free Spirit
and Confronting the Social Problem, are mine.

3In the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, the two main groups,
demoticists and purists, debated their views over which language to adopt as
the official one—demotic or katharevousa, an archaic form of Greek. This ques-
tion was crucial in Greece's cultural history, and it entailed a polemic between
these two discourses over the invention and consolidation of Greece's national
identity.

4A standard, if dated, text that examines the economic political and cultural
effects of the exchange of populations on Greece is Pentzopoulos.

6"Up until that point," Dimitris Tziovas contends, "o dianoommenos
(the intellectual), as a term and as a vital presence, was virtually absent from
Greece" (Introduction 22). The Enlightenment equivalent to the modern "intellec-
tuals" was represented by the logioi, men of letters and academicians, the nineteenth
and early twentieth-century intellectuals by the purists and the demoticists. This new
brand of intellectual, Tziovas points out, was "bourgeois in origin, educated in
Europe, but still Greek in his vision" (23). More importantly, unlike those who
preceded him, the new intellectual was eager to abandon the confines of ethno-
centrism and explore ways in which Greece shared in developments in the West.
Zygmunt Bauman states that the term and category of the "intellectual" appeared
in the early twentieth century in Europe. Underlying the use of the term "was
an attempt to recapture and reassert that societal centrality and those global
concerns which had been associated with the production and dissemination of
knowledge during the age of Enlightenment." The term referred to literary
writers, artists, journalists, professionals and other public figures "who felt
in their moral responsibility, and their collective right, to interfere directly
with the political process through influencing the minds of the nation and
moulding the actions of its political leaders" (1).

0To what degree we can call Theotokas a "liberal" in the Western sense is
a point of contention. While he dearly believes in classical liberal values, such
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as freedom and individuality, one cannot easily point to a cogent system of
abstract ideas to which he subscribes. His brand of liberalism might be better
described as a form of idealism. Tziovas, moreover, points out that Theotokas'
liberalism is manifested more by his political position to embrace neither extreme
of the political spectrum. Rather than express freedom as an abstract notion,
Tziovas suggests that Theotokas feels it as an "instinct, as 'a need of the body
and soul' " (Introduction 28). Theotokas example points to the wider problem of
examining the course of development liberalism took in Greece. Paschalis Kitromili-
des argues that there is an absence of liberalist philosophy in Greek intellectual
thought (5-29). Adamantia Pollis, in discussing the issue of human rights in
Greece, observes: "Neither the philosophic dimensions of Greek nationalism,
nor the socioeconomic realities, were receptive to the concept of individual
freedom," due in large measure to the dominance of communal values (148).
See also Tsoucalas, "Enlightened."

7In a letter to Seferis in 1931, Theotokas writes: "In these past few years,
communist dogmatism has not been countered by any serious ideological resistance
in our nation.... Spiro Melas, Oikonomides and I thought we'd attempt to
restore idealism and freedom of thought ... [through] this polemical periodical."
(See Theotokas and Seferis 63.)

8Skleros argued that in order to solve the problem of diglossia, the Greek
intellectual first would have to engage in extensive social critique by examining
the transformation of class development from the establishment of the Greek
state. He felt that the lack of a developed bourgeois class was promoted by
those intellectuals influenced by European liberal scholars who were more
concerned with extolling the ancient Greek past than with contemporary Greece's
social problems, as Tziovas notes (Transformation 55ff).

91n Free Spirit, Theotokas criticizes in particular the dogmatism in the
"literary criticism" of the "nationalist" Yannis Apostolakis as well as that of
Marxist Costas Varnalis. In his Confronting the Social Problem Theotokas, engag-
ing in economic analysis, launches a full scale attack on Marxist materialism, a
stance that accords with that of Venizelist liberals of his day.

"For example, he states that there is no equivalent to the European prose
novel or literary criticism in Greece: Greeks prefer Western high and low
art forms over their own.

110f course, I am only restricting my remarks on the Greek nationalist
movement from one angle, that is, the role of the Westernized intelligentsia, and
not from another possible one, such as that of the role of the mercantile class.

12See Koraes' "Report on the Present State of Civilization in Greece" in
which he writes of a thriving educated class of Greek men of letters who have
the potential to contribute to European civilization, if given the opportunity:
"... there exist in Greece European books in translation and educated men of
letters such that as they have made letters flourish in their midst, they would also
be able to make them flourish once again in Europe, should Europe perchance
once again falls into barbarism of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (180),.

18Gregory Jusdanis, reflecting on Greece's position as Europe's cultural
"other," comments: "The Other has to adopt the values and ideology of the
dominant in order to demonstrate its own efficacy. This strategy, however,
paradoxically results in the loss of autonomy, and the repression of indigenous
values that are exotic to Europeans. The Greeks, for their part, exchange political
domination by an empire for political, cultural, and economic dependency oil
the West" (26-27).

"Theotokas writes of the Greeks' cultural dependency on Europe: "When
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we rejoined the European family .. we could only follow the more advanced
Westerners, trying to reach their level of achievement, and in the process to
offer something in return. ... Today, whether we want it or not, we are
bound to them, tightly and decisively, intellectually and materially" (16).

15My understanding of the notion of "culture" and "critique" here is based
on Boves discussion of critical humanism and Kant's Anthropology (252ff).

150ne may think of, for example, how the position of the academic in-
tellectual today has been marginalized solely to the domain of the university,
as Russell Jacoby has argued. See also Pierre Bourdieu's Homo Academicus for
an extensive sociological examination of the academic intellectual milieu.

17Jusdanis provides an informative comparative account of the development
of the European and Greek bourgeois public spheres in Chapter 5 of his study.

15In a recent paper, Vassilis Lambropoulos comments that while contem-
porary Greek scholars are absent from the international academic market, they
still function in their role as public intellectuals within Greece: "[T]hey have
not bought into the prestige of the self-restricted, self-supported campus, but
instead utilize mass media, government agencies, party positions, non-academic
institutions, and many other sites, codes, and occasions that allow them to be
public (or, in Gramsci's term organic) intellectuals. If the Helladic scholars
cannot speak, or are not interested in speaking, to the international discourses
of scholarship ... this is because in their majority they have not become yet
specialists, technocrats of knowledge, but instead choose to remain public in-
tellectuals: they are scholars directly and actively involved in current develop-
ments in public life, and public life (as opposed to professional expertise) is
the area where they primarily wish to contribute.

15Such a consciousness of the division of territorial boundaries, followed by
a distinctly homogenous representation of the native inhabitants who reside
within, accords with the changes brought about by European nationalism after
World War I which resulted in smaller, self-contained and more ethnically
unified nation-states, of which Greece is a notable example (Hobsbawn 133).

25A. few well-known examples include that while the Ionian Islands en-
joyed a Renaissance, mainland Greece did not, as literary historians have tradi-
tionally argued; there are significant tensions in the history between Eastern
Byzantium and Western Christendom.

21Yannis Apostolakis is a notable example. See Herzfeld (Ours 40ff).
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"Modern" Greece in the "Third World"
by STATHIS GOURGOURIS

This is a paper that will primarily discuss absences—or
rather, the feigning of presences—in conditions that, if looked
at with a touch of suspicion, will reveal themselves anything
but incidental to this feigning.'

Games aside, the paper's title was chosen in order to provoke
just that kind of suspicion. What's Greece got to do with the
Third World? Isn't it officially a member of the European
Community? Isn't it unofficially the source of Western Civiliza-
tion? And then, the Third World. The very notion is a product
of a particular historical age that is rapidly fading—not to
mention the fact that it invokes a tremendously problematic
essentialism, a flattening of cultural difference, to say the least.
Even in strictly economic terms, it's no longer possible to speak
of the "Third World"; in economic terms, given the current
conditions, we would be quickly counting Worlds to digits
beyond our fingers, trying to account for all those various
specificities in social-historical and politico-economic formations
that are usually lumped quite lazily under this denomination.

I should say at once, then, that my use of the notion "Third
World" here is altogether rhetorical—with all the political dimen-
sions of rhetoric understood; no more so, however, than is
my use of the notion "Modern Greece." It is true that a kind
of Thirdworldism concerning Greece was channeled out into the
open as a prevalent part of the political discourse of PASOK
(the Greek Socialist Party) during its 8-year rule in this past

STATHis GOURGoinus is assistant professor of comparative literature
at Princeton University.
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decade. Nothing can be farther apart than my use of this ter-
minology here and the PASOK usage. For although both uses
are rhetorical, the latter aimed at an alleged (new) national
authenticity, a clever disguise for PASOK's fortune-hunting pol-
icies conducted in the name of an anti-capitalist enterprise.

In any case, choosing to place Greece in the Third World
may be more than just an act of idiosyncratic rhetoric. For in-
stance, just last November (1990), and while the so-called civil-
ized world was preparing for a high-tech repetition of the annihila-
tion of Babylon, the Parisian newspaper Le Monde organized a
symposium among a group of France's leading intellectuals with
the title "The Greeks, the Romans, and Ourselves."' The sym-
posium's focus was an interrogation (with an inkling towards
revision) of Greece's traditional status as the political-philo-
sophical ancestor of modern European civilization; the proposed
alternative was Rome.

That is, Greece's position even as the sacred Western Ideal
may be fading as rapidly as the old tripartite global system. This
is especially crucial, if we consider the historical timing: namely,
the imminence of an official European unification of which
Greece is a supposed part. During this recent period, and while
we observe a tremendous precipitation of publications regarding
the EEC in the English language alone, Greece is finding itself
at probably the most antagonistic position ever in respect to
EEC rules. I'm referring to the recent haggling between the
Greek government and the EEC over the new round of credit
subsidies (another $3 billion worth). The point of contention,
from the EEC's perspective, was Greece's intransigent unwilling-
ness (or inability) to streamline itself according to the allegedly
"rational" terms of economic "development" that a European
Community economy must observe (severe cuts in state employ-
ment, tough anti-inflation measures, serious policing of tax col-
lection, etc.). We know now that the European Commission
did release the loan in provisional terms—in installments as its
various demands are being met. Already here, and it doesn't
need any expert analysis to figure it out, the notion of Europe
as a community presumably making communal decisions comes
off looking a little suspicious.

Bracketing for a moment the particular problem of Greece,
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it is important to keep in mind the characteristic insistence on
the notion of Europe's unification, although what is projected
for 1992 is merely an official institution of what has been going
on gradually in, say, the last ten years—simply put, the opening
of market boundaries. Yet, the discussion rarely underlines these
economic actualities; instead, it becomes expressly urgent when
the focus is the political dimensions that a consolidated Europe
might embody. This is so both in terms of a geographical
Reapolitik, but even more crucial, in terms of Europe's sig-
nificance as an ideological entity in the wider context of what
we may want to call, synthematically, "the discourse of the
West." In other words, what is characteristically urgent in all
these discussions, whether conducted in journals of the Left or
those high on State Department reading lists, is the idea of
Europe. And it is the political weight of this idea that is being
pondered and measured left and right.

Consistent and absolutely crucial to the speculation of this
idea is the total absence of Greece from the discussion. It seems
that we're dealing here with a lacuna of major proportions—
shall we say, an erasure of a compromising situation (as we
would hush up an embarrassing family secret), or an outright
oblivion (the repression of a rather painful memory) ? Or even
echo the acerbic yet eloquent maxim, characteristic of Yerasimos
Kaklamanis: "Greece—that scandalous 'secret' of modern his-
tory that no one wants to talk about" (On the Structure 222) ?
Whichever it is, the catholicity of this subtraction of Greece from
the overall synthesis of Europe cannot be overestimated—especially
since, again, we observe this throughout the political spectrum!'

In light of this overall scenario, several questions arise:
First, in what is an unavoidable and foundational question fram-
ing the entire discussion, we must consider what is actually be-
hind the signification of Europe as a unified entity. 'What grants
a hypostasis to the idea of Europe, and what logic is at work
in the cultivation of a so-called European identity? Parenthetical
to all this, is the question why a European identity must be estab-
lished. What necessitates it? What or whom does it serve? etc.
It should become clear from the start that these questions are
of the gravest political importance, because their solution en-
tails necessarily making a decision one way or another about
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what is to be included in or excluded from the boundaries of
this conception—a decision that concerns directly the real com-
munities, often absolutely integral to the survival of several
European societies. (I'm referring, of course, to the various
migrant populations that have constituted for years the major
labor force, and that have transferred their postcolonial condi-
tions to the geographical space of the old colonial masters.)

In addition, and in the specific concerns of our discussion
here, we must confront several other questions regarding the
particular dimensions of this (re) constitution of Europe as it
pertains to the contemporary realities of Modern Greek society.
In short, what is actually Greece's position in this "new" con-
figuration? How is it conceptualized from within (i.e., as an
internal social problematic in conjuncture with an external/inter-
national demand), as well as from the perspective of the in-
stitution of this demand (i.e., in the terms the European Com-
mission chooses to signify Greece as an entity within the scope
of its project) ? Parallel to these contemporary concerns, we
must also re-examine the history of relations between "Europe"
and "Greece"—that is to say, what operates ideologically as the
encumbering tradition in this relation (namely, the various his-
torical figurations of Hellenism on the one hand, and the geo-
graphical politics that characterize Europe's relation to the Eastern
Mediterranean on the other) ?4

There is no time here to dwell at length on the various
ideological and institutional configurations on the "Europe"
side of things. Let us, then, employ the remarkable magic of
that especially Eurocentered notion of consensus, in order to
more or less agree on what the signification of "Europe" is (or
tends to be, if you will), so that we can turn our attention in-
stead to the signification of "Greece," which is by all accounts
a rather murky affair. Of course, it is "Greece" in relation to
"Europe" that I want to draw attention to—which is why I
have insisted (by negative didactics, as Brecht would have it)
on the formulation "Modern Greece in the Third World."

I'm afraid I will have to base my contemplation of this
relation on an assertion that may appear dogmatic, given the
fact that it would involve another paper altogether in order to
explain it and explore it. That is, I take as a basis the fact that
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in its process of signifying its "unification," Europe is merely
reinstituting itself as a nation. Or, we could also say, more pre-
cisely, that Europe is reinstituting the elements characteristic of
a national-imaginary on a transnational scale. In these terms, we
may indeed be facing a slightly different social-historical de-
velopment. Nevertheless, the key issue facing official EEC in-
tellectuals today is that, in outlining Europe's ambitions, the
aim is to imagine (to dream of) another Europe. In other words,
the crucial question nagging European hegemony is how the
people of the nations that form the European Community can
stop dreaming of themselves as "nationals" and start dreaming
of themselves as Europeans.

Yet, this drive for Europeanization is disrupted fundamen-
tally on two levels: The first is the internal dissolution that
comes when one confronts this desire, this dream, with the social
reality of most European nations, namely that European societies
are no longer conceivable (both socially and economically) with-
out their postcolonial populations. This is the condition of
überfremdung as the Germans call it, an almost untranslatable
notion—"aliens taking over" perhaps (see Rathzel 37).5 The
second disruption is the "external" or inter-national one, and
Greece has the singular privilege of representing it. This is not
an economic matter—that is, it has nothing to do with so-called
underdevelopment"; for example, Portugal (or even Ireland),

which are the other "poor" countries in the EEC, do not pre-
sent the problems that Greece does. And the problems are quite
serious—much more serious than most Greek officials or intel-
lectuals have considered even in their most skeptical moments.

It is common knowledge, of course, that European officials
are irate, having reached the limits of their patience and the
end of their ingenuity as to how they might deal with the situa-
tion. Their only consolation seems to be that—in their usual
prudence to learn from previous mistakes—they are re-thinking
very carefully the conditions of expanding the Community to
other members. I don't know what consolation or compliment
resides in the fact that Neohellenes have managed once again
to distinguish themselves as a problematic experiment. Yet, what-
ever we may say, there are some formidable historical problems
here that put the whole project of Europeanness into question.
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Permit me to engage for a moment in some amateur ethnography.
Consider the following (familiar I'm sure) scenario: a small-

scale entrepreneur in tourism (hotels, tours, travel services, etc.),
based somewhere in the provinces (an island), is faced with
the yearly tax report. The local tax official is not quite a friend
but a friendly acquaintance who often stops by for a coffee—
a business connection, we might say. Why? Because he is a
preferred customer of the tourist agency, which has been fur-
nishing him with double receipts on his travels, lodgings, and
recreation activities that are connected to his job (supervision of
the regional tax collection). The result: the entrepreneur and
the tax official are a good team—they make business easy and
friendly, and together they manage quite nicely to keep the
State in the dark as to their real earnings (no matter if one of
the two draws his income from the State). We can easily see
that this transaction falls far off Rousseau's great vision of social
contract. If we conceive this at all as a form obeying a con-
tractual law, that could only be the law of the bazaar. For any
notion here of "the common good" is simply preposterous, al-
though a highly refined notion of good will towards one's
neighbor is undoubtedly present. The significant point in all
this, however—and this simply baffles the European mind—is that
no unlawful activity is ever done illegally. The papers are al-
ways in perfect order.

Often, the way such scenarios are analyzed is by relegating
them to the various categories that go under the rubric of "un-
derdevelopment." I'm not going to get into the many theoretical
problems with development theory here, but I would like to
point out two things: The first explanation we hear is the
charge of corruption among officials, due to the allegedly special
relationship of bureaucracy to State in "underdeveloped" socie-
ties. Well, if I may continue my amateur ethnography, I will
remind you of the astounding mass revolt some months ago in
Nea Kallikrateia. (in Halkidiki) against the new director of the
local police. No, this is not a revolt against oppression—at least,
not in the way we would usually conceive of it. The entire
village (in an astonishing violation of strict party loyalty and
class antagonism) rose and demanded the arrest and removal
of the new deputy chief of police because he refused offers to
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participate in the network that fed the local para-economy—
namely, the systematic deforestation and building of unlicensed
property. Clearly, if we do speak of corruption, we would have
to speak of a total collapse of social ethics. The reporting of
this affair revealed that there was a fantastically complex divi-
sion of labor among the ranks of those constituting this para-
economic structure—(there was even a job at 15-20,000 dr. ($125]
for two hours of standing guard at the construction site—tsiliado-
ros; and there were also special statutes included with the con-
tracts, such as "danger fee for possible legal complications").
The classic thesis of "underdevelopment theory" about corrupt
officials is simply inadequate here, when we are faced with such
complex paralegal formations—and we assume that this is not
a unique case.

The second explanation we hear is based on the more re-
fined analyses of clientelist structures, allegedly long inherited
from the Ottomans and eventually modernized with populist
bureaucratic formations (see Mouzelis). Although such analyses
correctly situate the problem in the clash between traditional
local-customary structures and Western "rational-technological"
models (a situation that befell Modern Greece along with its
political inception), they import all the problematic symptoms
of development theory. First, they base themselves on a severe
misapprehension of clientelism in Ottoman society—as does most
of Ottoman historiography, we might add.' Second, they insist
on situating Greece in the underdeveloped zone of Southern
Europe (see Hadjimichalis). But the primary shortcoming of
this latter analysis is that, despite some of the economic con-
tiguities among the Southern European regions, this geographical
schema is inadequate when confronted with the enormous cus-
tomary/cultural differences, characteristics of an entirely dif-
ferent set of social-imaginary significations. Here, indeed, the
hegemonic control of the notion of Europe with its precisely
(though implicitly) understood boundaries, and the consequent
conviction that Greece resolutely and uncritically belongs to
Europe, is paramount.

So, what are we left with? Let's not forget the crucial
point that no unlawful activity is done illegally. If this sounds
at all paradoxical, then this is precisely the paradox that im-
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plicates "Europe" and "Greece" in an irrevocably antagonistic
condition, in Ladau and Mouffe's sense of the term. (I insist on
the quotation marks, because we are certainly not talking about
essences here; we are confronting historical formations whose
symbolic inventories render them possibly deaf-mute to each
other's discourse. It is a matter of deciphering gestures perhaps.)

It may seem commonplace or incurably ethnocentric to at-
tribute to Greek culture and society an inveterate anarchism.
I'm certainly not proposing anything of the kind. Yet, we cannot
ignore that Modern Greece, structurally, has a propensity for
disorder (I mean this literally, not at all pejoratively). Everyone
who is put into a transactive position with the Greek State (and
that means everyone, from the ordinary citizen to the only oc-
casional tourist or accidental traveller) knows very well that
s/he embarks on a totally self-consuming task because the State
apparatus is ubiquitous in every aspect of Greek social life, its
ambiguous function notwithstanding. Such day-to-day existence
presupposes on everyone's part a remarkable social flexibility;
it orients the process of one's living in terms of outsmarting
the mechanisms of power, in whichever way one chooses to
perceive them. It is no exaggeration to say that a Greek citizen's
thinking time is spent primarily in devising ways to better carry
out this highly refined con-game. Jokes aside, it is undeniable
that the undercurrent of the desire is the conviction that the
State apparatus represents the con-game par excellence.

Permit me again to fudge the rules of analytic scholarship
with a point of departure that is in many ways a case of urban
folklore. The notorious leftist-"terrorist" group November 17,
in its equally notorious leaflets with which it likes to escort
its military actions, is not far off the mark when it contends
(with superior socioeconomic analytic skills, we might add) that
Greece's ruling capitalist class is a fake. The group claims that
this class consists of a relatively small number of family dynasties
who have been programmatically robbing the national economy
much like a bunch of brigands, without ever bothering to de-
velop and reinvest in the very infrastructure that is, after all,
the source of their political-economic existence. Whether this is
actually the case or not, it's no wonder that the majority of
Greeks find the group's leaflets so endearing (though they may
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not necessarily condone its actions). Looking at the actions of
Greece's ruling capitalists in this light (the lumpen haute-bour-
beolsie, as November 17 is fond of calling them), we also would
not be far off mark to say that Greeks quite simply recognize
their own selves—their antipathy, of course, fueled by the im-
potent rage of playing the smaller-stakes con-game.'

There are certain historical reasons for the population's
distrust of the State and for their conviction (implicit, of course)
that Neohellenic society is an inventory of thieving transactions.
The history of Eastern Mediterranean societies, primarily by
virtue of a polyethnic population whose heterogeneity remained
more or less unchallenged by the two major imperial regimes
(Byzantine and Ottoman), testifies to a remarkable persistence
for a semi-autonomous local administration all levels of the
social structure. It is understandable that this leads, if not to a
distrust, then to a discounting of the State's real power, since
the mechanisms of local power remain de facto more palpable.
Or to put it more precisely, what takes place is essentially a
forgetting, a resignification of society that relegates the State
to a figure of absence.

What is it then that resides in the place of the State? The
institution of a new Greek State apparatus upon Independence
(1830), given as it was to the phantasmic aims of reproducing
a European centralized State and sanctioned by Europe's overall
political actions, saw as its primary and immediate task the dis-
mantling of the foundations of what was, for all practical pur-
poses, a form of "ancient" social organization. The alternative
institution was the deliberate cultivation of a vast society of
civil servants, a mammoth bureaucracy called upon to reign over
what was clearly a politically expedient geographic appendage
to the map of an increasingly dominant Europe: this minuscule
strip of land preposterously named "the Kingdom of Greece."
This bureaucracy was organized in strict hierarchy, and no matter
how insignificant might be its particular task, it has always been
perceived as the State's body. The organic metaphor is deliberate,
for every bureaucrat—though terminally employed—has a very
indeterminate path; his mode of life is determined by the various
turns in the mode of power.

There are certain rules to these turns in the mode of power;
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that is, unless we speak of veritable revolutionary situations,
we can foresee in the shifts of power a certain—textual almost—
logic. This logic is expressed and sanctioned by a society's par-
ticaul institution of law. Indeed, the relation between the con-
stitution of an administrative bureaucracy and a society's par-
ticular institution of law makes a society's historical specificity.
It is my contention that the primary level of contradiction
between "Greece" and "Europe"—more precisely, between what
they both construe as their respective identities—revolves around
this dissimilar signification of law. We should remind ourselves
that the institution of the Neohellenic legal code may have in-
volved an adoption of certain Byzantine statutes effective in
the 14th century, but it was fundamentally a Prussian construc-
tion. This was an inevitable result of the historical configura-
tions of power in the early 19th century. However, the customary
law heeded by the majority of the population—patterned much
on the decentralized Ottoman structures—remained institutionally
active. Given this fundamental ideological incompatibility, sup-
planted by the overwhelming bureaucratization instituted along
with the new Greek State, the legitimacy of centralized power
was certain never to take hold. The "legality of unlawful ac-
tivity," as I've termed it, was merely an adjustment on the part
of the population to the bureaucratic need for paper-feeding. In
many ways, it is a remarkably balanced structure, if it weren't
for the fact that the international order is balanced on quite
different discursive accounts.

If we try to comprehend the Greek situation from the per-
spective of this differently balanced order, we shall be confront-
ing nothing less than Kafka's universe. Indeed, as Slavoj Zizek
has so ingeniously shown us in his discussion of what constitutes
the social fantasy crucial to any ideology, "in Kafka's universe,
the court is above all lawless in a formal sense: as if the chain
of 'normal' connections between causes and effects is suspended,
put in parentheses" ("Beyond" 257). Any attempt to read this
rationally reveals it as total nonsense; this is exactly what the
officials in the EEC are facing on a very pragmatic level. Their
conclusion must inevitably be that they are confronting barbarity
once more blowing from the land that spawned civilization—the
dialectic of Enlightenment once more taking its revenge.
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But what are we to make of all this—I mean, those of us
who subscribe neither to the superior liberal metaphysics of
European jurisprudence nor to Odyssean compulsioi of our
ancestral never being taken for a fool. Indeed, it's perfectly
legitimate to account for the situation by perceiving Modern
Greece as the Kafka of Europe—this would be, in my world
at least, a most positive interpretation. But a sophistic one,
as well. For, although it's doubtful that there is such a thing
as international law (if we were to take the U.S. govern-
ment's first crack at implementing a "New World Order" in
the Persian Gulf as an example), there is certainly an interna-
tional order of power hard at work. And, again judging from
the events in the Persian Gulf although the European Com-
munity may not be prescribing the terms of international
power, nevertheless, to treat it as a mere political con-game is
actually to be taken for a fool. I'm not for prescriptions,
warnings, or affirmative statements but the increasing insularity
(in the form of stilt-walking no less) that Neohellenic culture
is turning to may be perhaps the most crippling condition of
"Western" domination. If Montaigne, in his essay "On Can-
nibals," was the first to ironically call upon the ambivalence
of the barbarians, and if Cavafy was the first to warn us of our
epistemological addiction to them, how can we, in the midst of
a European Community that is increasingly devising ways to
exclude enormous numbers of its social ranks from gaining
access to its new identity, how can we be merely musing, dream-
ing, of the barbarians to return, to render us Hellenes again?

NOTES

Inds paper is part of a much more extensive work titled "Nationalism and
Oneirocriticism: Of Modern Hellenes in Europe," which appeared in Diaspora 2.1
(1992). Because of the constraints of oral presentation, some of the issues treated
there at length have had to be presented here in abbreviated (and sometimes ap-
parently insinuative or suggestive) form. As the purpose of the editors was to pub-
lish the Symposium's proceedings, I have left the oral tone of the text intact, and
have made only slight clarifications where necessary, adding as notes information
that originally served a supplemental function. The Works Cited section of this
paper comprehends the bibliography of the longer version. I have translated all
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Greek titles into English. All quoted passages in the body of the text are my
translations unless otherwise indicated.

2The proceedings were subsequently published as Les Grecs, les ROMainl
et nous, Roger-Pol Droit, ed., Editions Le Monde, 1991.

5T/ae only other EEC country to meet a similar fate is Ireland; the point
of convergence is worth pondering, I think, in wider sociohistorical and cultural
terms.

4It is important that we do not underestimate geographical factors in the
institution of societies, as Gramsd never fails to remind us. These factors extend
their force even upon the constructions of specific cultural signs and their in-
fusion with specific meaning. Consider Kaklamanis' ingenious example: the
irreconcilable difference in the configuration and use of the month of April as
a poetic image between T. S. Eliot and Solomos (On the Structure 17).

5It is worth pondering the new trendy word sweeping the Euro-American
mass media, denoting precisely this kind of internal dissolution from aliens taking
over: we often hear these days of the balkanization of things—"the balkanization
of American education," for example, a notion employed to lament and lambast
the alleged erosion of the Western canon by literatures inadmissable to the
great task of the Human Sciences. Consider not merely the obvious ethnocentric
prejudice involved, but the very selection of this particular geographical signifier
to represent generically the breakdown of order.

°This position, elaborated brilliantly by Mitchell, is taken up in detail in
the more extended version of this paper.

?Insofar as no members of the group have been positively identified or
caught since it began operations in I974 —i.e., insofar as the group remains the
mystery of mysteries—its words have achieved sacred status. These "terrorists"
are the State's shadow and as such the nation's spiritual conscience; in less
religious and more pretty-bourgeois terms, they are like Alexander Dumas'
heroes, like an indefinite (and perhaps infinite) number of Count Montecristos,
as Gramsd would put it. Of course, in this respect, we could say that they
act quite in the "national interest," a point they do not seem to have considered
at all. (Their recent actions against Turkish diplomatic targets, executed after
this paper was presented, seem to confirm this latter thought.)
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In Response to the (In)Authentie,
by MELISSA CEFKIN

Steven Feld, in his Notes on World Beat, reflects on the
cultural exchanges between American and African musics, epito-
mized recently by Paul Simon's Graceland. An album of Ameri-
can pop music explicitly based on and interactive with African
music, this music is itself based on, or at least influenced by
earlier American Blues. And we can continue back into infinite
regression on the Blues' foundations in the Afro-American ex-
perience—an experience heavily charged by the notion of "slavery,"
interactive with the big-business recording industry, and over-
shadowed by the symbolic presence of Africa. But whose Africa?
of when?

So I asked Biilent, the 26 year old architect and graduate of
Middle East Technical University as we sat an evening out in
Ankara, in an Italian restaurant on the border of the elite
Gaziosmanpesa district and the more working class Kucukesat,
"'Where do you draw the line ?" Of the answer, at least as far
as it applied to "traditional" Turkish culture, he was quite
sure: there is a need to "be more professional," "to interna-
tionalize," to use the violin and viola alongside the davul and
zurna2—but only for foreign audiences, because "these are not
our culture." With Graceland conveniently playing in the back-
ground I asked: "Might not the same kind of occurrence happen
here, that the violin will wind its way back to 'the village,'" that
ubiquitous symbol of all that is genuine and pure in the arena of
folklore, while backward and uneducated in the sociological
scheme of things?

MELISSA CEFKIN, Ph.D. in Anthropology from Rice University, May
1993. Dissertation: "Choreographing Culture: Dance, Folklore and the
Politics of Identity in Turkey."
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Or I am reminded again of another friend's neverending,
frustrated attempt to find a "traditional" wedding for us to
attend, to be held, naturally, in a village. To each villager that
passed through his shop (usually in an attempt to sell their
handcrafted wares) he would insist, "Tell Melissa Haulm about
the dancing at your weddings!" As often as not, with their eyes
alit, they would jiggle a little Ciftetelli3 (the general term ap-
plied to the "undisciplined" improvised participatory dancing
common to nightclubs and urban celebrations). His eyes would
fall while he prodded them to tell about "the old dances with
spoons" (this was, after all, a Kasikli4 area of Turkmen villagers).
He, too, was certain of the authentic, and being certain, expected
to see it expressed in its full truth and spontaneity.

Or, I think too of the constant efforts of new acquaintances
to distance themselves from the topic I had gone to Turkey
to study. "Oh yes, well I don't know anything about those
things," meaning folk dance. Or more directly, "Why don't
you study something important, like politics or economics ?" A
fear, perhaps founded, of being subjectified, trivialized, or
exoticized was clearly in evidence.

So what, then, to make of a recent fiasco—a war of sorts, over
this gulf where what is whose and who is what is up for grabs?
I am referring to the scandal during the 1990-91 season of the
National Ballet Ensemble over the proposed national ballet, to
be entitled "Tfirk Adimli Bale," or "Turkish Step Ballet," for
which the dancers were being taught to folk dance. Rehearsals,
however, collapsed when the corps broke down in tears from
fatigue, protests ensued, the director was fired (reportedly, at
least in part, because the music was to be composed by an Ar-
menian and the choreography done by a "foreigner" (see Akman)
and the media was stirred. This event seemed to encapsulate, in
all the drama one might desire from a performance, the many
quandaries over Turkish identity. In the final symbolic coup, an
act of nighttime vandals, the davul, the drum used in the re-
hearsals, was destroyed. Was it its insistent beat that made it
such an object of dread? or its insistence of origins?

Although the term otantik (authentic) is new to Turkey,
at present this concept provides the defining framework by which
things folkloric are evaluated. Despite the fact that its elusive
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nature—the impossibility of pinning it down to a single time
or space—is often easily recognized, as a notion, even an ideal,
it has an important grip on Turkish world views. Perhaps always
relationally arrived at (whether acknowledged as such or not),
it is also always essentialized and naturalized. Costume parts are
immediately recognized as "orijinal" or not, for example, some-
thing I was told I may never really understand simply due to
my foreignness. In the arena of folklore, at least, the notions of
inclusive-exclusive are taken as givens.

Everyday usages of "otantik" in Turkey generally assume
a time referent and are used in conjunction, for instance, with
"o gunlerde" or, "in those days." The problem of the infinite
regress, however, is avoided in more self-conscious uses. Where
the problematics of time is recognized, authenticity is tied to
locale. Specifically, localism or regionalism (yoressellik")
is often invoked (see for example, Cavaz and others in
this volume for this position). Individual differences are rarely
perceived as a barrier to the authentic, which is instead gen-
eralized to include variations over time and subject.' When ap-
plied specifically to folk dance, an example of a possible set of
"criteria of authenticity" (Spooner) may include, but not be
limited to, the following: a song or piece of music must be in-
tended for dancing; figures or steps should maintain an iden-
tifiable quality (though they may, in some people's schemes, be
exaggerated to further bring out their distinctive features); the
mood should be maintained; and in some cases the general format
cannot be altered, for example, a zeybek° cannot be done in a
line, the boron' should never be danced with a shoulder hold,
and the halals° is not a halay if done with partners.

Many theorists take the notion of authenticity to be specif-
ically Western in origin, a matter I will bracket for this paper,
However, it is important to note that authenticity is determined
relationally, or, is defined in part by what it is not Critiques of
the inauthentic in Turkey, at least in the arena of folklore, are
often phrased in terms of what is unfamiliar, unrecognizable,
foreign—in short, what lacks identity.

Identity, from the Latin, idem, suggests sameness, It is
characterized not by identicalness but continuity (hence the iden-
tity of a river made up of ever changing waters or of an oak
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tree despite years of growth) (Dundes 3). Modernity, too, shares
in this ideology of continuity, or, in its more agitated form, at
least a concern (some may say a frenzy) over the self and his-
tory. Says Marshall Berman of modernity, it is "our desire to be
rooted in a stable and coherent personal and social past, and our
insatiable desire for growth" (35).

It is perhaps not surprising then, that there would be an
attempt to regain an ideal of continuity where instead there is
a sense of rupture or shifting grounds. There is a common
opinion among many Turks that there has been a resurgence
of interest in folklore recently, namely folk dance. Said one
college student "A few years ago it was basketball we watched
on TV, now it is folk dance." The formation of a professional
state folk dance ensemble in the mid-1970s, drastic increases in
the numbers of amateur associations dedicated to folk dance,
and the greater attention given to folk dance in the schools are
also cited as evidences of this resurgence. There is however, a
counter-discourse levied even at this point, which asserts that
there is no such resurgence, but instead that the political and
economic climate is currently more supportive of such endeavors."
"The interest has always been there, this is not mode—a fad or
fashion" insisted a researcher at the National Folkore Research
Institute. Given the sense of continuity just expressed, Abdallah
Laroui's accusations that uses of folklore (usually in nationalist
agendas) are "inauthentic—romantic, parochial, nostalgic, regres-
sive and a distorted image of the past" (Fischer and Abedi 260),
would seem to be warded off. For Turks, it would seem from
the above researcher's opinion, folklore is constant and true.

Perhaps we are too quick to see "rupture" where it is not,
to essentialize our own devices of description. If this is so, I
too am complicit in this readiness by seeing this rupture in the
following two arenas. Despite pockets of enthusiasm, there re-
mains a persistent sense of disappointment among Turks re-
garding Turkey's relation to world politics, even global culture.
It has not gained full membership in the EC, charges of human
rights violations persist, propagandistic portrayals of Turkey con-
tinue in the foreign press and media, outside the country Turkish
cuisine is mistaken as Greek, and many foreigners (namely Amer-
icans) can't even find Turkey on a map (or at least this was
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charged prior to the Gulf War). Nestled among these disap-
pointments is perhaps an even deeper sense of betrayal. I was
first struck by this sense of betrayal while discussing the Armenian
Resolution then pending before the American congress in 1990.
Few people denied that many Armenians were killed in 1915,
but most understood this to occur within the context of war—
they had made themselves the enemy and were attacking the
Ottoman Empire as such. An initial sense of betrayal was ex-
pressed towards the Armenians—"They had lived so happily
in the Empire for so long, how could they turn against us?"
The following analogy was described for me: "What if World
War IH broke out and in the midst of America's weakest hour,
the millions of Italians who had been sheltered by its shores for
so many years turned against her? Wouldn't we fight back?"
But it is in the behavior of the United States that a more pro-
found, if confused, betrayal seems to be felt. How can she, a
supposed friend, now, so many years later, turn on Turkey for
the same (mistaken) crime?

The betrayals of the United States do not stop there. Tur-
key sent troops to fight alongside Americans in Korea to demon-
strate its steadfastness as friends. And Turkey opened up its
military bases to the US, but in 1974, because of the liberation
invasion of Cyprus, we turned on her again with an embargo.
An ideal of authenticity is yet again evoked here, it seems to me,
in the face of its absence: the United States has not "remained
true," it has "sold out" (to Bob Dole and to Greece) where
Turkey has not.

The present condition (call it rupture, modernity, post-
modernity) has been similarly noted (if at a more abstract level)
for the sense of the dissolution of the object. This dissolution
can be very literally traced in the discourse of folk dance in
Turkey. Originally the subject and object were one: the dances
of the peasants of Adiyaman, for example, were representative
of their own lives, they themselves tended the fields, milked
the goats, spun the wool, and wiped their sweaty brows as they
mimic in the dance, Kilic-Kalkan" (whose status as a real "folk"
dance is disputable), a sword and shield dance, was originally
done by the soldiers themselves. However, there are no longer
Ottoman soldiers who fight with swords and shields, and the
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peasants doing the work of agriculture are rarely (probably never)
those people seen performing the dance representative (un-
doubtedly, however, mythologized) of their lives. The subject
and object have now separated, and given that the figures of
the dances •are representations of realities whose presence does
not exist for those who perform them, their object status is
dissolved.

In the world of folkore in Turkey responses to feelings
of inauthenticity out of which "imagined authenticities" are pro-
duced (Clifford 114) take a variety of forms, acting as a sort of
cultural hermeneutics where the positions are sometimes, but not
always, clearly articulated and dichotomies are often invoked
and -then sometimes glossed over. The basic area of debate en-
compasses the forms folk dance should be allowed to take and
the uses it should be put to. Subsumed within this debate is a
dispute over the terms that should be applied to such activities.
Debates over these terms and styles are multilayered and suggest
varying perceptions of Turks' actual and desired place in the
world. Nonetheless, put simply, uses of the terms halk danslati
and koriografi, borrowed from Western terms, insinuate a more
international focus in opposition to more purely Turkish and
traditional terms of halk oyanlari and sahne duzenleme. The
groups themselves are often described along a continuum from
"otantik" ("authentic") to "soy" ("show"). Stylistically, these
groups range from those who endeavor to leave the dances as
unaltered from their "natural" settings as possible, to those
characterized by complex staging, quick transitions from one dance
to the next, large corps of dancers on stage, shortened dances
so as to avoid excessive repetition, and highly coordinated and
even flashy costumes.

One of the rhetorical frameworks in this arena of cultural
hermeneutics is that aligned most explicitly with the authentic.
I am referring to a position closely resembling what Basgoz
referred to as a romantic nationalist trend in folklore studies
that arose •to support the efforts to forge a national (non-
Ottoman) identity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies. The tendency here is to minimalize the effects of foreign
influence and even change, to bring to mind Central Asian and
Anatolian pasts (though historically there are divergent political
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implications in invoking Anatolian rather than Central Asian
pasts, as Basgoz notes) as unfettered representations of their
historical identity, and finally, however, to then dismiss the ele-
ment of history by immortalizing these essences. Within this
framework regionality is especially emphasized as the space in
which the authentic resides. Attention is directed away from con-
tinuity over time to be refocused instead on an eternal, gen-
eralized, essentialized sense of identity: "olumsuzlestirebiliriz" [we
can make it immortal) (Avsar 37). This position is often con-
tained in a kind of "village mystique" where a generalized no-
tion of villages is taken as an emblem of the real. Even those
who have never been to villages, or have passed through them
without ever having witnessed what they claim I must go there to
see, invoke the village as the locus of the true identity they
presumed I sought to discover, and which was assumed to exist in
folk dance. In this position inauthentidty is reacted to through
displacement to a place at least metaphorically outside the clutches
of the modern dilemma and where a positive collectivity can still
be imagined to exist.

While similarly using authenticity both as an implicit as-
sumption and as a goal, another perpective conversely employs
a rhetorical strategy that, at least cognitively, seems far from 'the
village"—that of science and education. In this perspective greater
training, more research, and constant attention to details are
deemed the most appropriate mediums with which to regain
the senses of culture and identity feared to be disappearing.
People frequently attribute others' failures in all aspects of
folkloric representation, from poor technical direction to spirit-
less dancing, to a lack of training or knowledge. By pushing
select characteristics of modernism to their logical conclusions,
inauthenticity, in this perspective, is responded to by appropriating
the fundamental belief in science and scientific endeavor as the
best available means to rediscover true identity.

Both of these rhetorics, of displacement and of appropria-
tion, assume a coherent identity to be rediscovered. In contrast,
a third means of responding to the modern condition is by re-
jecting the very characteristics that lead to the dissonance to begin
with, namely, by doing away with the ideals of sameness and
continuity." This position is also marked in two arenas. It ap-
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pears not only in "show" groups whose interest is focused on
perceived international standards of artistic performance rather
than internal standards of tradition, but in certain groups
strictly attentive to regional traditions and form as well. There,
such attentions symbolize an opposition to the unified allegory
of the romantic traditionalists; they act as a way to counter the
hegemonic stance of "the Turk" as an essential being, and to
draw explicit regard to a sense of discontinuity with history. By
focusing on the dances and representations of just one region,
or more specifically, ethnic group (as this example is particularly
potent in reference to Kurdish oriented ensembles), they directly
challenge the official discourse of a unified national culture.
The rhetoric of national unity is evidenced most clearly in the
government sponsored professional companies' "unity through
diversity" approach in which dances from all areas in Turkey
are purposefully portrayed.'s

And finally, perceptually falling at the opposite end of
the continuum from the nationalist-authentic groups (but who
may also share in a kind of nationalist agenda) are those groups
who have moved entirely into the realm of performance and art.
These "show" groups are inattentive to, though not always in
denial of (given the boundaries that define their display, i.e., what
they do is read within the genre of folk dance), a minimum
investment in authenticity. One successful dance director said
outright otantigi begenmiyoru [we won't like the authentic),
stating that "dancing is for the people and people get bored with
just four dances and repetition." The assumption here is that the
audience is engaged with the dancing at the level of performance
rather than for its folkloric or cultural content. That performance
occupies a separate domain of understanding, that it is interpreted
through a separate set of criteria, is further suggested by the
frequent uses of playback for recorded, and even some live,
events. Though this surprised me it appears to be an accepted
medium of performance for Turkish audience.14 I never heard
charges of a performance to playback as being "fake" or "not
real."

Authenticity, in these discourses, acts like a commodity.
Rather folklore (given that in common parlance these days
folklor is used to mean folk dances and folklorcu is synonymous
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not with "folklorist" as one might expect, but a "folk dancer")
is the medium of exchange in the market, while authenticity is
its commodified element. According to Brian Spooner, a primary
value-determining element of an oriental carpet is its lore as
an item of exchange in a market. Its type or category •is sig-
nificant only as it becomes a commodity and enters the market,
rather than at the level of production. Authenticity does not lie
with the weaver of a carpet or the originator of a folk song
or dance (in fact, if this is known with any degree of specificity,
its authenticity is even thrown into doubt as it is considered
"folk" at least in part by virtue of its anonymity). To enter the
market of folklore (here used more broadly) there must be at
least a minimum investment in authenticity, and in some markets
it is this characteristic that is most valued, where distinction in
this arena promises as its prize a highly valued, particular identity.

This leads to the following paradox: with commodification
comes the planning and packaging required to emphasize an
item's uniqueness, thus ensuring its status as an object of desire
necessary for competition. This in turn requires specialization,
noted currently in the emphasis on a scientific approach to folk
dance whether it is in terms of ethnographic research or technical
direction. Belkis Akkale, for example, a popular recording artist
in the genre of folk music, was criticized by a researcher at the
National Folklore Research Institute for her degeneration of the
folk style, a problem attributed to her lack of musical training.
And yet an irony arises in that the very ideal underlying this
genre is its foundational essence. The legitimating basis of folk-
lore is its very genuineness, uniqueness, localness, non-reprodu-
cibility, in short, its givenness. In many ways, the practice of folk-
lore in Turkey is caught in the double-bind of being too profes-
sional, thus distanced from its very subject, and not professional
enough. Belkis Akkale is expected to achieve a certain degree
of technical education to realize authenticity, while "the au-
thentics" themselves would be dismissed for their efforts to do so.

In the discourse of folklore, anything in between is seen as
arabesk. As a music genre, arabesk is identified by its borrow-
ing of an Arabic singing style characterized by its long sustained
notes with glottal inflections. The lyrics tend to be mournful and
despairing. Sociologically arabesk is associated primarily with
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the urban poor, the dwellers of gecekondus who have not yet
fully adapted to the middle classes' and elites' conception of
modern city life. Folk dance done from a position not fully in-
herent, on the one hand, or without focused, careful training
and research, on the other, can be accused of being all that is
arabesk—uneducated, untrained, foreign, unconscious, and non-
selective—none of the attributes conducive to a positive sense of
national identity. To quote at length from a Turkish newspaper
columnist:

Visually, an arabesque lifestyle seems out of place.
There are stereos and floor tables, three piece suits
and flip flops, and other discomforting paradoxes. The
voices of Ibrahim Tatlises and Little Emrah blast from
latest model speakers as whiskey instead of raid ac-
companies traditional meals.

Arabesque people are disturbing to people in urban
environments particularly because of their relationship
to Western commodities. An urban person associates with
a stereo system or a Mercedes car the lifestyle that is
usually sold with it. A stereo system or a certain model
car brings with it a lifestyle that the urban population
is already aware of, due to advertisements and assimila-
tion with the West. However, an arabesque person has
not yet learned "how to consume," and this, more
than anything, seems to bother people in urban settings.

People who lead an arabesque lifestyle are not
necessarily conscious of the fact that they have a title.
Their title seems to have been applied to them by
non-arabesque" urban people, who, equally discom-

forted by change, must continually insist, if not on what
they are, at least on what they are not. (Turkoz)

NOTES

II would Ince to thank Bruce Grant, Pain Smart, Michael Fischer, Julie
Taylor, my mother, Rose Cefldn, and all the participants of the 1991 Graduate
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Student Conference in Greek and Turkish Modernisms for their contributions to
the development of this paper.

2The zurna is a double-reeded, oboe-like instrument. The davul is a large
two-headed drum. Both heads are played, one side with a small flexible stick
to maintain a constant beat and the other with a large mallet used to stress the
beats of the melody. The drum is hung from the player's shoulder by a leather belt.

3Ciftetelli is said to have emerged as court entertainment and from within
the harems. It is not specific to any one region and has no set figures or steps.
Though the State Folk Dance Ensemble as well as many other performance groups
include cifietelli in their repertoire, many folklore enthusiasts and scholars feel it
is inappropriate to include it as a folk dance. This position seems to be further
encouraged by the fact the form and mood are evocative of belly dancing, or
what may be considered the Western stereotype of "oriental" dance.

'Wasik ornlari are dances in which the dancers carry a pair of wooden
spoons in each hand. The spoons are inserted between the middle and ring
finger and thumb and forefinger. The backs of the bowls are clicked together
in rhythm with the accompanying music. Associated with Tiirkmen tribes, spoon
dances are most popular in Central Anatolia.

5The relationship of the individual to the general is indeed very interesting,
especially where the transmission of tradition is concerned. Very often, in fact,
an individual is seen to stand for the general. Notating a newly researched style
of folk music for Turkish Radio and Television may be done through the notating
of a particular individual or handful of persons brought to the TRT studios in
Ankara just for that purpose. Similarly folk dance groups often add a new region
to their repertoire by bringing a regional expert (with preference usually stated
for an older man or woman) to their group in order to learn the new dances.
Nonetheless, there is acknowledgement by some that authenticity can never fully
he located in any one person as variations exist from one dancer to the next in
the most "authentic" of circumstances.

6Both to describe the zeybek and to illustrate the kinds of sensitivities pro-
voked by folk dance over cultural property and their implications for identity,
I include the following description by Metin And, a foremost Turkish scholar on
folklore and arts:

One of the most widely known of Turkish dances is the zeybek, charac-
teristic of western Turkey and found, more specifically, on the Aegean
coast. It is executed by a single dancer or by several. But even in the
latter case it keeps its solo character, for each dancer, though following
the movements of the others, always dances apart. In its basic movement
the dancers kneel on one leg while their other leg is in a half bent
position. They hold their arms outstretched with elbows as high as
the shoulders and snap their fingers. Every zeybek is preceded by a slow,
introductory part in which the dancer tries leisurely walking steps. This
part looks as if the dancers are testing the ground and tuning their bodies
to the rhythm. This walking is done first with arms at the side, then
at shoulder level. It is a dance of solemn, heroic style. The dancers, also
called zeybeh, wear short embroidered trousers which accommodate the
kneelings.

It has been claimed the zeybek is a dance of Hellenic origin and
Greeks add a Greek suffix, making zeybekikos. This is far from being
true. Not only is the dance of obvious Turkish style and tradition but
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there is evidence proving its Turkish origin. Zeybek can be found in
other parts of Turkey, even far eastern Turkey. There are even villages
bearing the name Zeybek, and as the Turks came to Anatolia from east
to west a reverse direction of influence is not credible. (46-47)
7.And the same author, the boron is:

characterized by alert, tense shivering movements, the trembling of
the entire body from head to foot or sudden sharp kneelings and spring-
ing up with a rebound. The inhabitants of this area are mostly fishermen
or men connected with the sea so no doubt a rough sea shapes their
movements and rhythms. Curiously these shivering movements have points
of resemblance to the trembling movements of Yugoslavian dances from
Zagreb or the dances of Satah del IChzem in North Africa. The etymology
of the name boron is uncertain but the name is reminiscent of the Hellenic
word chows or bora, and Greeks who lived in Asia Minor called it
eborontikon. Yet this is not enough to prove a Greek or Balkan in-
fluence, for there is the khoransi dance of the Caucasus in which dancers
wear dresses and knotted hoods similar to those of the boron dancers
from the Black Sea. (48)

8The most geographically widespread of Turkish folk dance types, the
halay is executed with the dancers holding hands or shoulders in a line or
semi-circle. Transitions from one step to the next are called by the leader who
dances at the right end of the line.

°For more on the rise of the notion of authenticity in Western mindsets,
see Hadnler, Shapiro and Spooner.

soSee BasgOz for a review of the effects that political changes in Turkey
since before the establishment of the Republic until the early 1970s had on the
directions of folklore research and activity. That the political climate has shifted
somewhat from the time BasgOz's review ends, at which point in time he
indicated a certain conservatism and stagnation in folklore study, was hinted
at in conversations with folklorists at universities and the National Folklore
Research Institute. The tourism industry, with its attendent effort to improve
the image of Turkey abroad, is probably a major catalyst for increased invest-
ments in folkloric activities.

ilKilic-Kalkan, or the sword and shield dance, is said to have emerged at
the very beginnings of the Ottoman empire in the early 14th century when the
Ottomans had the Byzantines surrounded in Bursa. Alternately described as a way
to pass the time, a means of intimidating the enemy, and an organized form of
the then military education, it was not until the last century that it was taken
up as popular entertainment. That there is no musical accompaniment—the only
sounds are those of the swords hitting the shield and occasional vocalizations of
the male dancers—leads others to deny it as A folk dance. Still others charge
that it is not authentic at all, but was made up in the 1930s. Today kilic-kalkan
is performed primarily by groups in Bursa and a few in Istanbul.

12Though it is not evident that the defiance to the ideal of continuity is
taken to this extent, implicit in this critique may lie a further challenge to the
notion of identity itself.

13In fact at another level an ideal of authenticity is maintained in these
counter-hegemonic groups as well insofar as it supports a notion of ethnic identity.

14Turkish Television and Radio's annual New Year's Eve program on
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channel 1 is a striking example of the use of playback. Turkey's most famous
singers from all popular genres of music—ha/if ("light" or "pop"), balk
("folk"), sanat ("art" or "classical"), and even, for the only time during the
year that it is allowed to air on TV, arabesk (but only after midnight) are
gathered at a glimmering nightclub in Istanbul. Dressed in glamorous nightclub
garb, seated in luxurious surroundings and interspersed with other Turkish
celebrities, the singers rise as their prescheduled time slot (the newspaper prints
in advance the exact time for each song) arrives and they "sing" for their audi-
ence of fellow performers. However, they are really lip-synching to their own
pre-recorded music. What I find intriguing is that the event is set up as a
performance while the TV viewing audiences know that the audience of singers
is hearing it as playback.
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